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a shower hath ami in
More club men, with anxious looks
on their fares, arrived every few minutes, and made every effort to he of
Hut then' was little left
assistance.
to be done in the street; tin- big light
was staged on the roof.
DOES HEAVY DAMAGE.
Shortly after ;! o'clock, Hie firemen
.had the blaze practically out. with
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FINANCIERS ACCORDING
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the water pouring through the fouild-- ,
ing. A reportir entered the hall of
the club and found only one room, at
the left of the entrance, which did
not present the appearance of a Yene-itiacanal. A torrent of water Mowed
idown the stairway, and it. was linged
'with plaster ami wall paper. The
ea rd rooms, on the second Moor of the
club, were several inches deep in
water.
If is thought that the damage will
run into the thousands. The firemen
were much praised for their ability to:
drown the flames ami prevent a much
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ALLIES STAND
THAT

WITH
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NEGOTIATIONS

UNITED

MUST
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SIGN

NOW UNDER

ARMISTICE

DETERMINATION

OR BE ELIMINATED

WAY INFORMALLY

OF OTTOMAN
FROM PEACE
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EITHER MEET IN PEACE OR MEET

loss.

The furniture of the club cost
o according to one of the club's
members, and the prompt work of the
rescuers saved practically every bit
of it.

INTERESTING OF ALL OUR SPORTS
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THURSDAY TO MEET

IN WAR IS ULTIMATUM

IVEN NOW
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Khi- London, Dec. is. The peace pf'iii- sea entirely in ihe hands of the great
iirni
ty Trust company have three
Washington, I). C, Doc. is.
DR. KNAPP AWAY.
in common,
or directors
members
potent iariies of the Balkan allies came Kuropean powers.
me
10
were
borate charts
presented
In announcing the decision
It is thought that Dr. Knapp,
of the
the together in informal meetings today
who with one member of the First
house; money trust commute" touuy (National bank, are
owner of the building, had it insured. to deehU on their plan of action in Sirvian government to take this step,
voting trustees of
The physician could not be reached Hie eventuality of Turkey declining the head of the Servian peace delegagiving lists of "interlocking aircciors," the stock of such company.
in leading financial and industrial in
ibis afternoon, however, as he had to release her hoy colt of the llelenic tion added that Soma's attitude was
the
and
and
"That
company
Morgan
stitutions; also a table "snowing lim- Bankers' Trust company have three
to Gkirieta on a vaccination cru- delegates unless (ireiee
gone
signs the 'a ptrfeclly moderate one and that reTHE
itations of J. P. Morgan and company, firm members or directors in common,
arniist ice.
sade.
lying on the justice of her claim and
Hankers
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Guaranty Trust company,
the
of
two
was
trustees
of
whom
are
'flic
erected
several
sympathies of the Kuropean govbuilding
voting
in
course
of
The
allies
the
yesterTrust company, First .National Hank the stock of botli companies.
years ago and was used by the pliv.M-ehu- i day's meeting of he pence conference ernments she had decided to take the
and National City bank and other corcourse indicated.
as his home ;iiu olllce. About at St. .lames
"That t ho same condition exists bedirecpalace made it quite
porations through interlocking
In regard to the tension between
two years ago lie leased it to tho clear that
tween
the
and
and
into
not
would
company
enter
Morgan
01'
committee
they
the
torates" pursuance
Austria-HungarKe club.
and Servia, it is genl.iank."
Sanla
First
National
alnegotiations without (Ireece being
in more than one statt
inquiry bearing on the solid concenIt is not known just what tlit- - club
The report further shows the similowed to participate and Dr. S. Dan-- ' erally expected that direct negotiaM r. Morgan said li;s firm accepted
tration of money credits."
tions between those two nations will
will do for a domicile until the
off, the leader of the ltulgarian deleMr. Morgan was not called to the lar affiliation among the directors of the accounts of any corporation it
beuin immediately. These will tal;u
b
can
Guar-autB
The
reink
the
and
National
First
the
building
aged
committee
as
is
gation
quoted
saying:
witness chair when the
bought reliable.
form of conference between the Ausmatter will probably be discussed
company, the First National bank
sumed work today, but a number of
interstate
accounts
on Thursday the reply of the
Ironi
"If
"Have
you
trian foreign minister and M. .lovano-vich- ,
Ibis evening.
the party that accompanied him to and t he Hankers' Trust company and ( orporatious?
Ottoman delegates is not satisfactory
the
the
Trust
and
the
the
company
to
Guaranty
attend
hearing
appointed Servian
is
we
think
"With any corporation
we will break off
Washington
negotiations and minister atnewly
Vienna and
the object'
.Mrs. George P.. Case, Mrs. T. Hankers' Trust company.
were.
said Mr. .Morgan,
meet again at the
'good."
lines,
Tchatalja
at will be the realization
aimed
of
W. Lamont and Mrs. 11. 1'. Davison, ocOUTLAW IN
By the report live of nine directMr. I'litermyer read into lie record
in
bo
That will
the end of Turkey
the mutual desire of the two counnear the committee ors of Hie Chase National Hank are :u statement that in January there
cupied seats
Kurope."
PHILIPPINES
IS
tries for the clearing up of the situashown to be directors of the First were fit; accounts with the Morgan
table.
Tlie concensus of opinion here, how-- ' tion and tin' removal
of
KILLED BV OFFICER ever
misunderRichard S. Lindubury and DeLuncy National Hank, and that two mem- 'lit m with deposits of
i:;,t)0 and
r
is that the present obstacle will
Nieoll of counsel for Mr. Morgan, H. bers of .). P. Morgan
and company, ;ov. November there were seventy
standings.
be
the
surmounted
I
by
delegates and; Constantinople, Dec. IS. A great
Davison, T. W. Lamont and sev three directors of the First National
having on deposit $71,tnS,uiMi. FiRE STARTING IN THE BASEMENT
.Manila, Dec. is. The career of
that the real danger point, will be ov-- , victory by the Turkish
eral others of the Morgan assoc ttesjKank, 12 directors of the Guaranty
"Do you think that these great cor-- ;
troops over
he notorious outlaw chief in er the future
'Trust company, four directors of the porations that have their securities
v ere on hand.
possession of the fortress the Creek army near Janina, on SunCAUSES BIG BLAZE THIS AFTER- t lii? Philippines, and murderer of at
seen
as
can
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of
the
far
Hankers Trust company and three
Samuel Uuterinytr, counsel for
Adrianople.
'scattered broadcast ou&lit. to be perday, is reported today by tlie Turkish
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FURNITURE
said that because of lack rectors of the National City Hank are n.itled to make their deposits with a
NOON
present, only mediation by an out- commander there in a telegram to the
SAVED, BUT
when
an
a
was
in
cud
he
killed
today
side power can solve this problem.
of witnesses Mr. Alirgan might be cal also shown directors of the National 'private banker?" asked Mr.
Cuter-- i
war oliice. Me asserts that 400 Greeks
'" untenant k. Servia
BUILDING IS GUTTED BY SMOKE I,",somi1 (i"o"t"
led late this afternoon for a brief ex Hank of Commerce of New York.
took an important step in were killeu and
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a initiation
unlikely
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but he thought
"1 do," said Mr. Morgan,
Tlie money trust committed l;ie tothe declaration of peace today by in- al field guns, numerous rifles and a
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same
other
the
outlaws
tomorulary.
he would take the stand before
Air. Cnlermyer said he referred to
day took a recess until tomorrow.
timating her willingness to leave the quantity of equipment were captured
band also were killed.
row.
no particular instance.
but asked
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Mr.
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will
matter of an outlet on the Adriatic by the Turks.
.Morgan
again
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out shortly niter 2
takp the Htand chainnan ,,ujo ,.nl(, whether Mr. Morgan thought "as
broke
Fire
had
leaned that he and his deputies
tho adjollrnniPllt Wil8 to en.lble mUl.. matter of public policy" corporations o'clock this afternoon in the
two THE DAY IN CONGRESS
tried in vain since June 10, to eerve
,
,
ulu!lmM really "owned by the public'1 ought
take Cfu c of
POLITICIANS
UP 3Y
Chairna P ujo fc
VVtlliam Rockefeller.
to be allowed to deposit with private story building on Lincoln avenue oc.
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eftorts o the committee to serve jp
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Convened at noon.
ed by Dr. David Knapp , and at :i
J. P. Morgan & Co., First National
LAW AND CRIME
"1 do," again said Mr. Morgan,
IS DEFENSE
Rockefeller. He said a certificate
concluded
Senator Kenyon
bis
done.
Trust
Hankers
Co.,
had
been
He added that the facts ought to o'clock much damage
from Dr. Walter F.. Chappie, saying iBank; Guaranty
on
interstate
speech
liquor
shipment
that :ir. Rockefeller was ill ar.d under Trust AcCor; National City Hank, Kulin. depend on the character or the bank- - It is believed, howsvei',' that the blaze bill.
Los Angeles,; Calif., Deo. 18.: A
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 18. Polii-Co., National Rank of Com- ei and the extent to which the board
nis care had been received by the com- l.oeb
ciiins standing between labor unions throng was attracted to court today
is under control and that the adjoin
Chase
National
Bank.
Hanover
Committee
merce,
had
committee
investigating
the
campaign
of directors of the corporation might
mittee. He said
Uind the courts were blamed for the wheit the first
ing buildings will escape.
testimony was taken
fund contributions continued its hearinformed Mr. Rockefeller that the cer- National Hank, Astor Trust Co., New lormally authorize such deposit. Mr.
t in the trial of
to
is
have
started
fire
The
iMcNamara
supposed
&,
dynamite plots at the
York
Guy Fddie, the suspendTrust
unBlair
Co.,
Co., Speyer .Morgan said the ntirstiou
wllli former
Senator Foraker
ing
was one
tificate would not be recognized
from the furnace and is said to have
of the governments arguments to ed city prosecutor, who is accused of
testifying.
less he accepted service. All follow- & Co., all of New York; Continental which he believed should be left to;
the jury at the trial at the forty ac- an offense against Mrs. Alice Phelps,
been discovered by Mr. .Ward, who at
Chi& Commercial National Bank,
Mr.
had
him
to
serve
failed,
board
of
the
directors.
Court of impeachment resumed trial
ing eftorts
in an alarm. The lire gong
cused "bomb plotters" today.
a
woman. There were few
cago: First National Hank and the Il.Mr. I ntennyer asked for what in-- t once sent
of Judge Archbald with expectation of
Pujo said. The committee has the linois
the
few
a
&
for
Trust
minutes,
arousing
Hank,
Pronouncing the series of explo- women in tlfe crowd, however.
of
rang
Chicago:
Savings
rstate
tho Morgan firm
power to ask the house for a writ
bo
of
corporations
defense
out to concluding testimony
sions scattered over the country as a
I). F. .McLaughlin, humane officer,
attachment to force Mr. Rockefeller Kidder, Peabody & Co., and the Lee. acted as fiscal agents.
Mr. Morgan; entire city. Hundreds turned
the fire de- lore adjournment.
more
before
and
see
"more
the
and
who
blaze,
directed the action of the officHigginson Co., of Boston and
conspiracy,
dastardly
to appear.
did not know but lie accepted a list
Democratic caucus reached decision threatening to society than the crime ers when, they broke down the door
Mr. Ward had tho
Stlee Newman, a special deputy
oflice to the commit-- ; partment arrived
furnished
his
by
conMr. Morgan
held whispered
stream turned on the! to permit only confirmation of army of an individual, James W. Noel,
of Kddie's office and arrested him in
sergeant at, arms, testified that he
the Chicago Ai garden hose
and tee. The list included
and roof where the smoke and navy nominations before holiday
told the jurors the company of Airs. Phelps, was the
had' searched both Mr. Rockefeller's ference with Delancy Nicholl
assistant
attorney
chimney
R.
R., the Chicago,;
recess.
R. S. Hindauby, of his counsel as the Western Indiana
was the thickest.
they were culled on to render verdicts first witness to testify. One of the
town house and his country house.
Indianapolis At St. Louis R. It., the
committee
comthe
Senator 1'ourne elected chairman in the most important trial in recent first questions asked him upon cross- proceeded.
Owen
and
Frank
volunteers;
The charts presented by
New
and
Pore
the
York,
Manjuette
Leaning back In the small cane-sea- t
then arrived, in the electric truck ami of joint committee to promote fed- years.
examination was why he sent Mrs.
mittee statistician are very volumin
ed chair he watcher Mr. Scudder and New Haven & Hartford and the New a
ous ana contain a mass or ueiau
"Organized crime has here appear Phelps back to Kddie's office again
big stream was soon shooting hun- eral aid in highway construction.
C entral.
A nrenared
summary
giving the the questioner closely. He wore his
Senator Hoke Smith spoke in sup- - ed to an amazing degree," said Mr. niter she had reported to him the
Mr. I'ntermyer
asked about the dreds of gallons of water into the
names of IS selected institutions said usual suit, of black with a black- terms of
which it is alleged Eddie
structure,
of Lever agricutral education ex- - Noel, "and it was carried on and it
flaming
port
the agreement under which
to be affiliated says: "The firm mem-- cravat under a spreading wing colMembers of the (dub and others not tension bill.
grew because locally the arm of the o,'fered her upon previous visits.
fc
as
l1!'fiscal
act
Morgan
Company
l,rru
rt riirwptnrs whose affiliations As the
law failed.
Had local authorities done
This tpiery indicated that the demembers lost no time in starting a
HOUSE.
great mass of statistics was. agents for the Xew York Central.
are thus shown are ISO. They hold
enA wild scene
not fense would rely strongly
would
their
this
"rescue."
work
of
upon the
conspiracy
duty
noon.
Convened
at
"You have the right to issue ail
;;85 directorships in 11 banks and trust slowly put into the record, Mr. Morgan
have spread, but it appears that poli- supposition that Eddie was the victim
sued. Chairs, tables, books and book-- I
in
haven't
relaxed
his
their
asked
his
hands
of
securities,
commityou?"
chair,
trust
resources
.Money
clasped
investigation
companies having total
and rugs
concocted and carticians for obvious reasons stood be- of a frame-upcases, curtains',
too resumed hearings.
nd total deposits oi on his lap and closed his eyes. The .VI r. I'ntermyer.
$,1,8;;2,00U,U(I0
out
and
tween
out
and
criminals
unions
enemies.
of
labor
ried
were
the
by
political
supposedly
dragged
on
can
we
"If
agree
terms," replied doomed
$21,834,000,000; fifty directorships in crowd of spectators gradually increas-- ;
Banking and currency
the local courts."
building and placed in tho
eleven insurance companies
having ed as the afternoon wore on. When Mr. Morgan.
decided to report unfavorably
'
di-.Mr. I'litermyer persisted in
the street.
Scudder finished, .Mr. Untermyer cal-- :
Ossining, X. Y., Dec. 18. Braving
total assets of $2.64(5,000,000;
on Levy bill to relieve stringency in
and
bankers
lawyers,
Physicians,
havled
to
out
as
;!1
the
whether
MISS GROFF MAY GET WELL.
the
railroad systems
rain, the six survivors of the comMorgan
question
rectorships in
market
$50,00o,0(io
by placing
their clerks and money
will vnn ttil.-"Mr.
tl.o (li'ii, riiH nel lmvc ontiro fntfnl nf thu merCliantS, WUI1
of suffragettes marching from
Dec.
18.
ing a total capitalization of
Miss
pany
Los
Calif.,
from treasury in national banks.
Angeles.
securities of the New York Central. Iriends, set to work. In a few minutes
and total mileage of lfi:!,200; stand?"
who fell from the sev- New York to Albany bearing a messFrances
Groff,
immitest
Bourne
Passed
club rooms
illiteracy
The financier walked to the chair
six directorships in two express com"Only if we can agree on terms," re-- , the handsomely furnished
of the Los Angeles Trust age to Governor Sulzer, prepared to
were bare. Oik; room, alone was un- gration bill to bar immigrants over Hi enth floor
in one at the end of the commi'tee table plied .Air. Morgan again.
panies, and four
and
Savings building yesterday may resume their journey today.
who cannot read.
le agreed to furnish a copy of the touched. "Shall we take out these
steamship company with a combined ;and was sworn by Chairman Pujo.
Stiffness of joints and blistered feet,
recover,
according to statements
Uesumed consideration of Indian
capital of $215,000,000 and a gross in In response to the usual qualifying agreement between the New York refreshments." one of the rescuers
denied yesterday, were this morning
made
by
hospital
physicians.
today
come of $97,000,000; !) directorships in question he said he was a banker in Central and his firm.
asked. A well known physician stood appropriation bill.
Aliss Groff is unable
to say what frankly acknowledged by the women
2S producing and trading corporations New York City.
there and his friends said "on guard."
adAt that point the committee
when they mustered for the start.
fall.
caused
the
'Are
a
a
of
member
you
The physician replied, "Do not touch
Philadelphia journ ed.
having a total capitalization of
and total gross annual earnings lirm?" asked Mr. I'ntermyer.
Air. Morgan told
Chairman Pujo them." Even in tlie excitement of the
"Well that's tlie same firm," ansin excess of $l,14a,0o(),0OO and 48 dithis
lie was very anxious to finish his conflagration, laughter followed
that
rectorships in 19 public utility cor- wered Mr. Morgan.
as
sally.
to
leave
he
wanted
the
testimony,
"A Paris house?"
New York, Dec. 18. Trading operporations having a total capitalization
The smoke became denser and
of $2,S2G,000,000 and total gross earn"They are all the same house. The country.
denser. The whole roof seemed to be ations on the stock market today were
ings ia excess of 428,000,000; in all 740 firm is in Xew York with branches
on the verge of breaking out into on a diminishing scale and except for
directorships in 134 corporations hav- in Philadelphia, Paris and London," RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION
Shouts from the bystanders spasmodic selling of Fnion Pacific, tlie
CAN ALONE LET THEM IN. flames.
ing a total resource or capitalization said .Mr. .Morgan.
to Peter Gn'iliin and other firemen coalers and copper stocks, speculation
Washington, D. C, Dec. 18- .- Former declared the witness.
"Who are the members
of $25,823,000,000.
of the
Lear operators did
"And right here
on tlie roof grappling witii was featureless.
f.tood
who
might say that
a
IS
C..
D.
Foraker today produced
Senator
Dec.
The
infirm ?"
Washington.
The chart, relating to the five
not follow up their advantage with
.Mr.
not
here yesHearst
did
them
tlie
stream
that
the
warned
Dig
produce
house
Mr. Morgan furnished the following
today passed the Huriietf lite
stitutions first named shows that the
show of force and covered hastily statement before the senate campaign terday a single letter that had not
ITS to f2. blaze seemed to have its center near any
test
racy
immigration
list:
bill,
in
of
all
interest
committee,
great percentage
of;
been published over and over again
the chimney. The hose was accord- when it became evident that their expenditures investigating
JP. Morgan, H. P. Davison,
V. P. The measure, a substitute for the senpurthe public utilities corporations and
si lling had not provoked liquidation. prepared by Gilchrist Stewart,
one which lie confessed he had
in
As
that
direction.
turned
ate
bar
ingly
would
bill,
from
Dillingham
W.
other companies in question, is held Hamilton, T.
Lamont, H. F. Lloyd,
to be based on a description except
in bis pocket and which showed that
shot southward, there was a Attempts to market stocks in which porting
the t'nited States immigrants over 1(1
Winkfield
Y.
of
how
Winkfield
by the Morgan company, the First Na-- ' P. Morgan, Jr.. A. A. Xewbold,
W.
the public interest is slight, caused by
I
had returned the $fo,000 to the
'Arch-bolBank. National City Bank, liam H. Porter. Charles Steele. E. T. years old, unable to read, except those cry from women and children w ho severe
recessions, a case in point be- and Charles Stump took the
and about
Oil company,
to
on account had gathered on the porch
tlie
Standard
of
have
proving
emigrated
Bowdoin.
and
and
the
Trust
Stotesbtiry
company,
Temple
Guaranty
loiters" from the Standard Oil
house udjoiaing tho club. They had ing to a 2ii point drop in Genera! offices and sold them to a representa- which lie talked so much. He conBankers' Trust company. OfthefJSo; Mr. Morgan said the same parties of religious persecution at home.
Chemical on one transaction. Bonds
cealed that letter."
directorships in 41 banks these five were in all the houses,
tive of William R. Hearst.
were easy.
Al1'.
The witn"s took noenvion to say
institutions have 1 IS directors in 24
asked Mr. Morgan
I'ntermyer
".Mr. Hearst said yesterday that lu he would leave the
Little interest was manifested in
banks. A similar percentage of in-- ' w hether his house carried deposits
original of his letthe movement of the market and the did not know how the letters were ter with the committee.
"interstate corporations."
terests holds good in all other cor-!- f
slight inquiry was sufficient to absorb procured," declared the former sena"I'm not dealing in facsimile photoMr, Morgan said he did not quite
porations included in the "interlocking
as
relations
directorate."
what the attorney meant SON FINDS MOTHERS HEADCRUSHED WITH AXE. tlie intermittent selling of Heading tor. "Such a preposterous story
graphs," he snapped.
and I'nion Pacific, which ruled about that you might tell to the marines, but between former Senator Joseph U.
The .table shows further that J. P. and Air. I'ntermyer
explained that he
a point below yesterday's close.
to no one else."
Morgan and company and the Ouaran-- i meant companies transacting business
Foraker of Ohio, and John I). ArchCall money lates we it iv-- u to
two bold of the Standard Oil company as
Columbia, Alo., Dec. 18. Airs. Geo. lust seen alive ab-u".Mr. Foraker, taking up the
dusk yesterday.
her mother. Neighbors heard no noise at the house :; :M per cent without Ivlpiu.; the certificates of deposit for $25,000 from touched upon in letters made public
Aloore, 61 years old
Airs. Mary .J. Wilson, 82 years old, last night and no one called there this markt-- t which readied .: lower level, the Standard Oil company to him, re- by William K. Hearst, was the subject
e
were found dead in their home near morning until the son, who came on I irticularly Heading.
iterated that the money was for serv- of today's hearing by tlie senate
The market closed heavy.
contriices as attorney in Ohio litigation. Sentoday, their heads crushed with a morning train, from Aloberly with
campaign
investigating
U. S. here
Announcement of a Reading divi- ator Foraker repeated his previous butions.
an axe.
Christmas packages, went to the
The discovery was made by Lee house at 10 o'clock. The police are dend increase converted tlie market statements that the Standard Oil
Senator Foraker requested an opporDec. 18.
San Francisco, Calif.,
ed States District Attorney McNab Moore, a son who had come from
from apathy tp furious activity, with
had nothing to do with tunity to appear before the investigat- without a clue.
"employment"
varying prices. Reading jumpChinatown will be raided until federal believes he has evidence enough to
to prepare a Cnristmas for the
He charged ing committee. Several of the Archin congress.
The women had no money and wete widely
ed ! points in as many transactions legislation
reach
the
which
finances
traffring
the
on
lived
who
outskirts
known
of
be
women,
to
that Air. Hearst in later producing the bold letters previously published by
the
officers are convinced that the traffic
upon neigh- and touched To after
dependent
sellic.
previously
Moore found the kitchen bors and relatives. A
Columbia.
Archbold letter to Senator Foraker Air. Hearst and later identified by Air.
con- in slave girls, against which the govIt subsequently
ing as low as lfit
Examination of the house raided door standing open and on the kitchen taining a small sum pocketbook
Jones Archbold as genuine, had been adof money was
below 167 again. Other stocks about defeating the
ernment lias fought fruitlessly for show that it was especially built for floor
dipped
his state-- , dressed to Senator Foraker and rethe body of his mother, with found on the kitchen floor.
bill,
lay
garbled
corporation
bounded
Sou
also
I'nion
Pacific,
up.
years, has been thoroughly broken up. the uses to which it was put. The the throat hacked. On a bed in an-- :
From the position of the bodies, the thern Pacific and Lehigh sold a point nient.
lated to legislation or subjects not fulThis' was the declaration made today windows were
conimuni- - I other room his grandmother, with a police believe the murderer urobablv imri
writ
Air.
Archbold
has
letter
ly disclosed by the correspondence.
"Any
yesterday's final figures. These
after a. spectacular raid last night, cation between the four floors was
by similar wound, was found. The axe went to the kitchen door and when stocks dropped back later almost as ten me since the Standard OH litiga- Four of the letters Air. Hearst gave
when four slave girls and six men ladder only and the cell-likrooms with which the women had been slain Airs. Moore opened it, struck her
rapidly. I'nion Pacific fell to a point tion in Ohio has been just as anyone the senate committee yesterday nls,i
were arrested. A case for deportation in which the inmates were cabined was on the floor.
down, then attacked the cider woman 'under last night and other shares al- ' might do and as thousands have done purported to be from the Standard Oil
is being made out against them. Unit- - were secured by heavy locks.
Mrs. Wilson and Airs. Aloore were ns she slept.
'about legislation that affected them," i man to Senator Foraker.
ifo closed with slight losses.
j
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The Little Store
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BLOCK WARSHIP

TO

PLAN

A
4

HAS BUILT UP

A

THE

HONEST QUALITY,
HONEST MEASURE

and HONEST PRICES,

DEMOCRATS

SENATE

TO PUT NOMINATIONS

r

THE

SESSION.

THE

TO BE

WILL UNITE

OF TAFT

OVER

APPOINTMENTS

OF

THE" SPECTACULAR

SAYS THE

FRENCH

MARINE.

THEY

PEACEFULLY

WILL BE HALTED.

T

KIND, SO!

MINISTER
WILL

JUST

OF THE

This

FLOAT

is an unnatural

con-

a little rest each day
and Scott's Emulsion after
dition

OFF THE DRY COCK.

X

every meal gives nature the
material to restore strength.
Scott's Emulsion is a

Paris, Dec. IS. Profiling by the
Washington. Dec. IT. Strong opposition to the confirmation of any son taught in the mysterious theft of
nominations made by President Taft the famous painting, "La Jocoude,"
strength-buildin- g,
curative
of from the Louvre Art museum, the fine
for commissioner of the District
food and tonic to overcome
Columbia will be made by democratic arts officials have determined to take
weakness and fatigue contains
senators, according to .information re- no chances with the great historic
no alcohoi or drug.
ceived from an authentic source.
French monuments. They do not ex
Democrats prominent in the move' actly fuul. tnat ay 0ne will carry off
It doesn't stupefy the
of
the confirmation
ment against
nem-the monuments, but it has been
it feeds them.
nominations of the president during ,houht advisable to take an
Expectant and nursing mothers
session take the position that n '
ntory of them uionK witi, other
always need Scott's Emulsion.
to
fm Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Ft. Telephone No. 40.
new president sliouia De allowed
and to list all with
French
treasures,
Scott ,t tiowne. llloomf eld, N. J.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
select the men who are to be imme- the approximate values in a permacomhim
the
and
around
that
diately
nent catalog.
missioners of the District fall into thai
it has been found difficult to make state department. The senators hur- class.
a
financial estimate of buildings like rie.d across the street to the state de- "I don't' think I will vote to confirm
the
great Chateau at Versailles, but partment r.nd there received informa- any men named by Sir. Taft for District Commissioner," said one of the the appraisers have finally put it down tion corro (.rating that given by the
includes the president.
leaders. "The present commissioners at $144,000,000. This.
can hold over until Mr. Wilson is ln-- j Trianon palace near-byof Detroit, was the
Louis Ror.
The famous column in the Palace man senatorsnberg,
augurated and then he can pick the
snutn ana lownsenu
men he wants. It will be a matter of; Vendonie, which has been admired by wanted to send to Morocco. They will
so many Americans, is appraised at j
only a couple of months."
consult the diplomatic list and fish
Certain it is that any nomination' ?S00,OO0. The Arch of Triumph in out another place for Mr. Rosenberg,
be
is
to
held
for District Commissioner that Presi-den- t the Palace de l'Etoile
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Taft may send in will be invest! worth $1,000,000. The Egyptian obe- F.AM SHOWS ANGER.
That is the lisk in the Palace de la Concorde is
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages gated with deliberation.
ALFALFA SEED.
Pa., Dec. IS. Angered beYork,
to
Louvre
all nominations estimated at $27.0oo and the
plan, with regard
its owner slighted it in giving
cause
of the committee appointed !y tin; itself at $50, 200, 000.
out its leed, a tame ram attacked
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
democratic, caucus.
To the regret of many who enjoyed
&2 years old, and near-- i
The democratic,
"confirmations the spectacular sight, M. Delcasse, Henry Stoner,
before it was driven'
killed
him
ly
committee lias begun its labors by tlii'
off.
'employment of a clerk, ft will be the
Phone Black ;duty of that clerk to investigate each in the future French warships uhall
Phone Black
The lum made a plunge at the old
not be launched in the
man
a
full
and
and, unable to avoid it, he re
make
appointment,
45
45
repoit
waters
.of it. It will be determined, particu- way with a plunge into the
several butts that knocked him
ceived
in dry docks and
The ram then continu
to the cMiind.
of the They will be built,
larly, when tlie commission
will float
but was driven off
its
present incumbent expires or expired, there await the waters that
a;!acks,
ed
what are the reasons for the naming them out.
members of the family were at-- !
when
This decision is due to the mishap traded by the aged man's call for as- of a new man for the place, when
the commission in case of confirms which attended the launching of the sistancc.
lion would expire and other fa ns "Danton" in 1910. The battleship reStoner's left leg was broken and he
which will be factors in guiding the fused to move down the ways though
were has numerous cuts and bruises about
democrats. That a state is reprc-- ' the most powerful screw-jack- s
sented by republican senators, it is used. It was necessary to delay the (the bod;.
said. it. not to insure, by any means, ceremony for two months, when the
continuation of appointments in that spring tide came to the help of the ISMAY QUITS AS
WHITE STAR HEAD.
'
state.
builders.
IS. Broken in health
Dec.
London,
Another thing which the clerk is to
M. Delcasse has ordered the cona rt suit of the Titanic disaster and
as
is
the
of
the
action
senate
investigate
'
one
of
two
Domestic Lump
Btruction
huge
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
ion appointments of President Cleve- at Brest and the other at l'Orienl, its aftermath and living in seclusion,
land at the conclusion
has virtually with- of his
firet
of accommodating vessels of J. Bru. b lsmuy
term. The republicans have already capable
is not drawn from his position as managing
furnished the figures for the second the dreadnaught type. The idea
Line.
as the Japanese have director of the White Star
term, and now the democrats want to altogether new,
is but 00 years old but he is
lsmay
in
constructed
O
ships
J.
Phone One Double
find out about the first term.
an old man physically. Although he
At the instance of the democrats
Speculation in Belgian five franc j was exonerated by the British court
the republican leaders have agreed notPleccs' which are culrent in France,
imulry 0 , teh... popular charge that
to seek an executive session iwfnM lms become so lively that the Bank of .
YV,
a..attnn nf
next week.
Belgium has mentioned the matter in the Tlt,mtl(, and B0 cnll8cd the dis.
This will give the democrats lime its offlciaI rel)orts. a,ld Fre"ch tlna;l' aster, he has deeply felt the wofldto investigate many of the nominations !ciU newspupeis nae ouereu sugges- - wj(5e criticism of his saving himself,
made.
Before the holidays tious for resisting the practice.
whUe gQ nmny others wel.e drowne(i
PHONE 85 MAIN.
nowever, it is expected the democrats.!
because or ueigium s uiuavoiauit;
frozen to death in the water.
imvilJ grant a truce in their fight
against trade balance, that is because she
WHOLESALE
executive sessions and allow at leas! ports more than she exports, rates ot Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
I
AND RETAIL
one session behind closed doors for exchange are against her in the money
That Contain Mercury.
the confirmation of some appoint- market. The long continuation of as
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
will surely destroy the
mercury
ments. There is likely to bo action Buch 'a discrimination has led profea- sense of smell and
completely de-- .'
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
at tnat time on army and navy promo- sional money changers to buy checks
whole system when enterthe
rallge
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
tions, and possibly upon some ap- on Belgian banks or Belgian bank ing jt through the mucous surfaces,
pointments to places that practically notes in Paris and to collect or change Such articles should never be used
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
vacated at the elosi them, through agents in Belgium, into except on prescriptions from repu-automatically
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
of tin administration.
such Belgian coins as are current hi table physicians, as the damage they
France, particularly five franc pieces, 'will do is fen fold to the good you;
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
which are shipped back to Paris.
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
The rate of profit is never high, but Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
capital employed in such an under-- : Cheney & Co.', Toledo, Ohio, contains
is taken internally,!
PALACE.
taking can be turned so quickly be-- ! no mercury, and
the blood and mu-- )
Edwards, Los .Angeles.
upon
directly
of
the
lading
the
shortness
cause of
distant
J. Strawn, Alamosa, Colo.
the
cous
of
surfaces
system, in tmy- between the two capitals that within;
H. Caldwell, New York C: v.
be sure you
Cure
Hall's
Catarrh
vear an exceedingly large income ing
S. Huston, Kansas City.
It is taken internal- the
genuine.
get
funds
on
thus
had
employer!..
may be
To F.I Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
11. Todd, Chicago.
and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F.
FROM SANTA FE all
The result is that the Belgium govern-- ; lj
& Co. Testimonials free.
MONTEZUMA.
J.
Cheney
points in New Mexico, Ari
mcnt simply coins five franc pieces for; Cntrl v.,, rtpuirniotu
Prino TT.n nnr
AY.
Y. James. El Paso.
'
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
of
French
the profit
money changers; )0
Wolfe, Louisville.
Virg
.....
land for the uses of French circulation.,
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
,,.
v pilIs for
A. (i. Pollock, Washington, D.
lie advantages or naving its coins
E. L. Collins, St, Ixmis.
pation.
current in France are so great thnV
L, Y. (ialles, Albuquerque.
Belgium cannot afford to sacrifice that
Mrs. A. Frank, Espanola.
convenience in order to destroy the ruiuxnJinju-uuuLruTJTJ.1. A. Robb,
Albuquerque.
g
II. C. Fuerger, Denver.
money changers.
In 1911 the Bank of Belgium was ob-- j
liged to obtain and bring back into the
CORONADO.
country 123,0uO,iit)O francs from France;
Carl Jenkins, City.
in order to restore her circulation, a
Bertha Jenkins, City.
process which cost the bank about ,
FOR THE
George While, city.
francs. French bankers re- 0(10,0(10
M. AYasserman, City.
sent the necessity for such a drain as
Ramon Trujilio, F.I Cenado.
much as do the Belgians since much
EUROPEAN.
of it conies out of the Bank of France,
Juan C. Armijo and family, City.
les-

Consequently we are not considering any Fake Piano Contract to boost our trade. You get your money's,
worth when you trade with
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EVERYBODY
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WHOLESALE

AND

-
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

i

j

COME TO OUR STORE AND BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS
PRESFRIENDS WILL BE
ENTS, AND THEN YOUR FAMILY AND
GLAD TO GET THEM.
DON'T THROW MONEY AWAY ON
TRASH. BUY
SOMETHING THAT IS COMMON SENSE.
OF COURSE, WE HAVE PRETTY THINGS THAT WILL PLEASE
THE WIFE "HIM" AND THE CHILDREN.

WOOD DAVIS
Phone

LEO HERSCH

I

DAWSON COAL

j

dry-dock-

'

,

;

dry-doc-
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N THESE DAYS OF MODERN
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desired.
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Phone
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
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If Its Hardware We Havelt.

Electricity plays a most important part.
The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

SAWED WOOD

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

14.

LIGHT

Wood

oal

HARDWARE COMPANY.

--

1

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

SO CONVEN

IS QUITE

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
IENT

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght" Estimates and full infor
mation cheeerfully given.

j
j

'

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

;

I

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information Address

EUGENE FOX,
NEW

F & p AGENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

1

,1. Goelz,
l.andy.'x. M.
W'.'lliam Maloney, Trinidad.
Gourde Davidson, Tuscon.

195 YEARS

OLD; TAKES BIKERlbE.

I mas

PRESIDENT TAFT
NOT LIKE OLD
SANTA CLAUS

lj
I

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

TABLE

THE MODERN GROCERY CO.
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Washington, D. C, Dec. IS. Wil-vi.
Charles
Alden
and
Smith
liam
Offers the FINEST and MOST COMbath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
Larger rooms w
Townsend, United States senators'
PLETE LINE of EATABLES
walked up to the
from Michigan,
moderate priced rooms
IN THE CITY.
day. Try one of
White House happy in the conscious-- !
with
you will be pleased. New Fire
ness that the mission on which they
POULTRY, THE BEST TO BE HAD
ROSWFLL, NEW MEXICO.
were bent would be successful.
bath,.
Proof Annex, every room
DTTCiCS, GEESE,
They had loyally supported the g.
THOROUGH WORK.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Sc
CHIOJCE3STS
TURKEYS.
election and,
o. p. iu the November
Ranked as "Distinguished
How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Free- knew that by asking they would get
Wehave the Finest Assortmentof
Messrs.
dom From Kidney Troubles.
just what they wanted.
Institution " by the U S.
Smith and Townsend sent in their
War Department.
cards to Secreary Hilles and were,
ever shown in Santa Fe, prices
If yon suffer from backache
They
to'.d to come in without delay.
Located in the beautiful Petios
From urinary disorders
ranging from 10c per lb. to fancy
ne
Mr.
Valle :i.;iM feet a hot e sea level,
We
Any curable disease of the kidneys, were hurried into wie presence of
boxes at $2.,"0 and :i.00.
smishii.o ftci
of ,
tia. Oucu mi
when, they told the object
Tuft,
a tested kidney remedy.
l"se
are agents tor
work throughout llu entire sestheir call.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Doan's Kidney Pills have been
sion.
UiiridUioris for physieal
home
had
back
a constituent
They
by thousands.
untl mental development are
connwho was ambitious to serve his
U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew
Santa Fe people ctm testify.
IDEA I. sueh as eannot he found
elsewhoie in America.
Mexico, November 2", 1912.
Can you ask more convincing proof tr' ln tllG diplomatic service, tie naa
To Have Your Upholstering and
and Instrutrtors, all
looked over the list of available;
Xotice is hereby given that Atilam
of merit?
stDone. Work Sanchez, of Stanley, Xew Mexico, who
K'ratluates from standard
conclusion
Furniture
had
and
reached
the
Repairing
Places
YnnnI,
shoemaker, College
Pasquale
NFW MTTC "Walnuts, Brazil,
ern colleges.
Ten huildiriKs,
or. August 15, 1902, made homestead
of the Best. Prices Right,
St. Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "In 1902 that he would like to go to Morocco,
IUH
J,iAIrnondspinonSi
iiiotlern iu every respet't.
XW
for SE
win
American
t
as
commissioned
the
entry Ko. 017073-71S1- ,
gave a public testimonial in praise
MAKE
WE
SW
Filberts, Ptanuts, Pecans, Hickory
Section 24, and
E
t Doan's Kidney Pi'ls to the effect mler.
Kitchen Cabinets,
NE
NW
Section 25, Township
Step Ladders.
A. CAHOON. President.
"I w ould he glad to accommodate
thai t li try had cured me of pain in my
I. K. HHE.V, Vlee fieshieiil
11
10 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
X.,
Range
in
said,
this
Counters,
of
IroningTables.
known
kind
you
Shelving,
matter,
gentlemen,"
disordered
caused
hack,
by
Every
kidneys.
1".
..
WH1TK. Treasurer.
has filed notice of intention to make
Work obliges me to sit down a good the president, "but it is impossible for
.JOliX W. l'l'E, Secretary.
FRESH V KG ETA BLISS, NUTS,
three-yea- r
RERAN WORK OF ALL KINDS
proof, to establish claim
deal and this weakened my kidneys, me to d . fo."
W. A. K1XLAV.
to the land above described, before
APPLES, OKAXGES. GKAPK
some-- ,
1
:hat
believed
The
AVhile
at.
work
causing backache,
'
Neatly and Cheaply Done. Harry C. Kinsell, U. C. Comrar., at
r For particulars and illustrated cataFRUIT, IMPORTED FIGS and
suffered more intensely than at any body had beaten them to the White
MALAGAS.
IMPT'D
Stanley, Xew Mexico, on the 6th day
logue, address.
DATES,
other time and I was very anxious to House.
A
fact
is
the
"The
that
:ind
me.
a
W.
position
would
that
COL. JAS.
relieve
ofj
WILLSON, Supt.
remedy
Claimant names as witnesses:
ex-to
no
.Morocco
longer
If you would give HIM a Box
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I minister
Ventura Baros, Paulin Gutierrez.
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. Al
inoeurrd a box am', to my delight, Uts." continued the president. "MoVictor
or
Fine
some
Acuna, Luis R. Sanchez, all of
oiCKMRS
I'py scon fixed me up in good shape, icK.co, having coma under the sov-- '
It wi'l not pay you to waste your Stanley, X .M.
us
Mo-let
pick
you
of
help
1
mission
at
the
France,
have ereignty
MAXUEL R. OTERO.
.'uring the. past seven yeais
time writing: out vour lecal form
A
www Aii. in ta
ew Mcxluarj t.ad no need of kidney medicine."
rocco has teen, or will be, reduced to
the kind HE will like.
Register.
when you can get them already printsees more people in one day than you
For sale by all dealers. Price 5va consulate."
ed at the Xew Mexican Printing comand
can see in a month. Trv one.
dumfouuded
were
senators
The
Co., Buffalo,!
A little want ad costs but a few
'ents.
pany.
LVew York, sole agents for the United asked the president
if he were
cents and brings wonderful results
had
Work for the Xew Mexican. It is States.
tain that the Morocco
ads always when published ln the New Mexican.
New Mexican want
Remember the name Doan's and passed out of existence.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Try one.
returns.
the new state.
Mr. Taft referred his callers to the frmnnjvtnnjinnnnrinnnnnniu inrfi bring
i take no other.
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West Chester, Pa., Pec. IS. Lr.
Jesse C. Green, of this place, celebrat- ed the ninety-liftl- i
anniversary of his
birth today. In the raiiy morning the
doctor took a spin on his bicycle,
covering several miles.

ith
these

j

bath, and

with
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Now Is The time

1-- 4
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Subscribe for the Santa Ft- Xew
the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild- ing of our new State.
-

.Mexican,

A live paper makes a live town.
We ere matin" a live paper. Read it.

hrrlA.iJiot''Tanuary':!913-

-

Foster-Mi'.liur-

I

n
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WEDNESDAY,

18,

SMOOTH SWINDLER GETS
GOODS WITH C. 0. D. GAME.

Detroit.
for

!)(.

18- .-

Deteetivos arc
the
time-woron
"collect.
delivery"
swindle on two merchants lust ,vei k.
A v.ell dressed
man entered the
store of a Woodward avenue merchant Saturday morning and ordered
a hill of inercluMidise port ins $11.7."),
to be sent to fin Hast Canlield avenue.
When the delivery hoy arrived with
the liODils the Kt runner met him at
the front door, look the hoy's load and
asked him lo wait a moment unlii he
.not the money, lie then took Kronch
leave throush a ri ar window and has
not b"en seen since.
The woman who lives at that address was unable to account for tinman's presence in her home. A sOini-la- r
occurrence in a Bags street home
was reported to the police
Kriday
afternoon.
looking

a man

WfLL

who worked

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT'LL GET VOU IF YOU DON'T WATCH OUT!
I REMEMBER
I TELL YOU ITS
LUCKY
father used to we were Poor BYJovE

M

NOT TO HAVE

A

any people to
buy

christmas

presents

for-An-

d

can spend

QRCAT
BE ABLE TO
SPEND A QUIET

CHRIST

MAS-WIT-

dress up like
Santa claus

WHEN I WAS A
BOV WE USED

THING-T-

INTHOSE

WERE

DINNER

V

I'm
OUT AND

ISKialf

LOT OF
THINQ-- AND GIVE
Some Poor KIDS
n&Cf CHRISTMAS
BUY
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LOTOF

A
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A
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Is Settled Very Easily

M E R IE
honor, and I am awfully sorry for the has occasioned more discussion limn
city. The Lord wept over .lesrma-lem.- any purely American play, due in
"iic.iu, to the interest-impellinstory
Mayor Clay nor is some letter wriii r and the phase of country atnl city lit',-hich is presented in a mania r likely
himself, hut he has yet to hand out
that is in the to arouse debate. 'The problem of
tit: epistolary upper-cu- t
same class as the doctor's, for horse the hoys and the girls leaving the
eld folks and the farm for the life and
power ami accuracy.
is one
Xo Spng society having been organ- opportunity of the big cii
It
ized in Tirooklyn, .Mr. A. W. .1. Pohl of which has eonie to many homes.
1'latbnsh avenue, decided to do a lit- has been made the subject of count-s newspaper and tnag.iziiie articles
tle spugging on his own account. Or
but in only one successful play, "The
rather, on .Mrs. Pohl's account.
g
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AM OLD MMAI

Something She Will Enjoy Having and Wearing,
Something That Never Goes Amiss, why

NOTICE.

State of Xew .Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
In the Probate Court in and for the
County of Santa Fe.
la the .Matter of the Folate "of Christina L. (Inmshnw. Deceased.

JUST GIVE HER SLIPPERS

If You're Looking for Something

TO

FOR HIM
Something that He Will Enjoy Wearing and that Will
Be a Source of the Greatest Comfort to Him, why then

Y

mlr'
AW st

'

',

Saturday, Dec.

m
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Beautiful Line of Hosiery.
There is nothing more acceptable or highly appreciated than hosiery for Xmas
presents. We have them
in all kinds and prices for

I

Different

ftini
,

have done some

excit-

ItHAV ETADrol

23-24-2-

5

January

DEGREE

1, 1913.

RETURN LIMIT:

FITCH'S GREATEST

PLAY

"TFE CITY"

Dec.

'

(Tlie
,

NEW YORK

CITY,

6 MONTHS

OPERA HOUSE, CHICAGO.

i

Stronger Play than UsucJ
A Stronger Cast than Usual
A Dramatic Treat to LOOK FORWARD
A

ManagerStanton'sSTRONGESl

i

TO

BOOKING

Coming to Santa Fe
With Absolutely the Same Strong Cast and
in Chicago.

50, $1.00, 75c.

Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store.
Curtain at

C
MTri
I IvL
llV

9

P. M.

All Orders for Seats from
Patrons must be accompanied by check

payable to Manager Stanton.

1913.

For tickets, reservations, etc. call on or write your local
ticket agent or V. D. 5hea, Traveling Passenger
Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.

Land Office at

$1

IH

SELLING DATES:
December
and 31 also

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the. Interior. V.

Prices,

J

New Year Holidays.
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that Played

I8

account Christmas and

down topsy turvy from such
height is altogether dignified."
"lint don't you think there are other ways of coming down?"
"Not for me," laughed this little,

HUGO B. KOCH

Production

I

RIO GRANDE

coining-

I

-

Quality

.

a

mystic Mary.
"Of course.

U --

Rate of one fare for the round trip will be protected
n . .
.1
ueiween an stations on tne

SLIP-OF-A-GiR-

21.

LULUL

I

January 3,

T

and Children!
Shoes

PRESENT

GRAND

''

Men, Women

THE UNITED FLAY OWNERS

YEAR LYRIC THEATRE,

a&

'4)'-

--

'

Don't fail to see our most

mA

GUARANTEED ATTRACTION.

THE THIRD

--

mm Xmas Hosiery.1

MARY FULLER? WHY. OF COURSE. YOU'UE MET
MbRV! AND SUCH A
DEEP-DYEPESSIMIST IS THIS
L
WHO LIKES
WITCHES. OLD PEOPLE AND POOR FOLK BEST.
D

JUST GIVE HIM SLIPPERS

I

kEMEDY

THEATRE

and

FOR HER

IS FITCH'S

U-

V

Z

If You're Looking for Something

!
a play of the here and now. It has;
all of the Fitch brilliancy of epigram
and dialogue and enough comedy to:
satisfy even "the tired business man."

WHOM IT .MAY COXCLRX:
Last will and testament of Christina 1,. (Irimshaw, deceased.
Notice is hereby given thai Men- day, the tilh day of .January, A. I).,
HUM, at ten o'clock a. in. of said day.
and the court room of said court, at
the county conn bouse, in tbc city of
Fe. Xew .Mexico, bas been apSanta
been
handled
the
theme
by
City," has
as tlie time and place of provdramatist. .Mr. Fitch does it fear- pointed will
of said Christina I,. (iriin-sliau- ,
ing the
but In
lie loves the con
deceased.
lie points
is ;,1h0 J""1 to "
M. A. ORTIZ.
city.
out that while masses of population, (Seal I
Probate Clerk.
tatty engender great vices, they also I!y V. I. A LA RID, Deputy.
engender great virtues, and if they do
not produce they certainly develop
A Great Western Drama,
Passing;
die finest and keenest intelligences Gypsies at the Klks' tonight. Don't
thill we have. "The City" is distinct-- ! miss it.

"THE eiTY", HERE SATURDA

7

utj-f-

Christmas Problem

g

IN CIVDE

Gtivo,

THE PERPLEXING

4

The noted divine has always carried
conditions revealed
a lusty wallop, as has been learned by
by the Rosenthal murder, and for his
more than one misguided individual "weil. what of it?" attitude concern-iinwho has endeavored to "put something
those conditions.
over'" on him.
Dr. Parkhurst has been among those
Aa is pretty well known, Dr. Park-hurs- t who have assailed the
mayor, and a
has for. many years been a most lew evenings ago. in a speech before
Y
active crusader against vice. Partic- a women's club, the mayor raked up A
ularly have his crusades been direct the old story of the girls who were1
ed apainst police and other city
thrown out into the snow and fired it
who have made vice not only at the
preacher. In an open letter.
possible, but profitable: who have Dr. Parkhurst lires hack, and these
The late Clyde Pitch was the author
maintained evil conditions for the ate a few words of his letter:
of more than fifty plays, at least two-i,1accrued.
that
"graft"
"What the police said about my
which have enjoyed wide
The doctor naturally incurred the causing the girls to be thrown into; thirds of
uomilnritv' ainonu American
theatre
imhaHow-whose
men
of
the street was a damnable lie, and if nnti-n- .
many
enmity
-tlw.m
Tl,,.
Ii.v
(!,
ei incomes were menaced by the oper- you referred to me, when you said at Climbers" and "The
With
the
(iirl
ations of his crusades. One cold the Colony club what you are reported;
were distinctly society
(Iteen
Lyes''
w inter
several
same
kind
years ago, police to have said, it was just the
night,
a number of disreputable of a lie. or. begging your pardon foi; dramas. It was once said that lie
raided
could not write a man's play. "The
houses in the down-towdistrict, and the use of that discourteous term, all
City" was his answer. It seemed a
1 mean is. that
the'
out
inmates
their
into
was
said
what you
pitched
just'
It was announced that tin's about as far from the truth as hell is bit of irony that the biggest thing he
snow.
ever wrote should have been the cue
brutal act had been instigated by Dr. from heaven.
he w as never to see acted for Fitch's
Parkhurst.
"I am awfully sorry for you, your!
death occurred lie fore the night oi!
"The City" proved
,i
production.
thunderous success. It ran for an entire season at the Lyric theatre in
New
ork and later duplicated
its
triumphs at the Craud opera house
S. S. S. 13 one of the oldest of medicines; it was prepared and used by the in Chicago.
The play has never been present
Indian Medicine Man hundreds of years a.g"o in the treatment of all blood
disorders. Of course it did not then bear its present name, but the formula for in this city and it is a matter for
that the I'nited Play com
compounding' it was just what it is today, and its results then as now, en- tirely satisfactory to those who used it. S. S. S. is made entirely of root!, pany has elected to send it here
herbs and barks without the addition of a particle of mineral. It is the! Hugo I'. Koch, an actor who has
widest known and the best acting blood purifier before the public today. achieved a fine following through his
This great remedy cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Skin artistic work in "The Servant
in the
Diseases, Scrofula Specific Blood 1'oison and any and all blood infections; House," "The Port of .Missing Men,"
and impurities. No one need fear to use S. S. S. It is perfectly safe for "The House of a Thousand Candles'
any system, and its fine vegetable tonic effects especially recommend it to and other recent successes, will he
all weak, debilitated persons whonuryhein need of a blood purifier. S. S. S. seen in the
leading role. Mr. Koch
goes into tlie circulation ana removes every personally selected his company and
from
of
humor
or
particle impurity,
poison
has
organization of the highest
the blood. S. S. S. acts most pleasantly and merit.an The
production is complete
on
in
the&tomach, assists toning
beneficially
the most beautiful, it is promised,
the digestive members, and contributes in and
up
ever .sent out with a United Play comevery way to the blessing-- of strong robust health. Write for free book on
the blood and any medical advice you wish. S. S. S. 13 sold at drugstores. pany attraction.
The date of the local engagement
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC C0 ATLANTA, CA.
is Saturady, December 21. "The C'itv"

THE LION AND MOUSE

(rOINCV

--

H

NO KIDS

Mayor Gaynoi's temper has beer,
New York, Dee. IS. The Rev. Dr.
warm of late, because of his
decidely
Charles II. Parkhurst lias not lost
having been called to account by press
his punch.
and public for the deplorable gamb-- .

MANAGER STANTON'S

cays

BUT B Y

To HAVE (VREAT CrIVE US OUR
Vfc" DID HAVE
TIME5 -- THERE PRESENTS THEN Tun
WE HAD A
though

CHRISTMAS Hf RE HROUNB
IN THE CLUB

AewTyork Lmrn

H
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Out-of-To-

Fe, Xew

,

It will not pay you to waste
your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can got them already printed at the Xew Mexican Printing

jyl2.
Notice is iiereijy given that Felipe
Company.
I.ucero, heir to .Maria Lucero, Decsd..
N.
on
of Galisteo,
M., who,
.May 2!tl.
Homestead Entry Xo.
Mini;, made
and
for Lots :', and 1, Sec.
Lois and 2, Section ::, Township X.,

I. Price.)
(By Geitiu(l
'
Moviu.s
Daily Xew Mexican

;,

'.)

I.

Picture Expert.)
Witches, gnomes and goblius, Orien
ar
tal women and aneu characters
the favorite roles of .Mary Fuller, the
chief leading woman in the Kdisoa
moving picture company at Pronx
Park, X. Y.
She is only a slip of a girl and lo,iI;s
like a picture out of an old 'book.
She seems to be the personification
of happiness. Pet site makes tlie astounding statement that she is a hope-Ileu- s
PESSIMIST.
And she doesn't know any reason
why except that, like Topsy, she has
just, "grow'd" that way.
e
In a simple,
dress, dove-- '
grey, short sleeved and low collared,
with her hair parted and drawn down
to the nape of her neck, she appealed
to me as the ideal 20th century Pris-- ;

Range

1:

E. X. M. P. .Meridian,

has

rvsiiuaitiicis
and

notice of intention to make Five
year proof, to establish claim to tlie
above described, before Register and
Receiver 1'. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe. X. M., en January 11, miU.
.VARY
M.Kit IX SOME
POSES.
witnesses:
Claimant names as
One and One-thir- d
Fare for the
Agustin Ramirez, Galisteo, N. M.;
i:i
front of 'in:; tilings in the pictures.
posture, like a little child,
drove a
Round
M . : Fran-- !
X.
Eniiterio
Trip
I'ulnia,
Chavez,
me and then, sitting squarely on the
power motor bout ;it Thoubare floor, with her feet crossed, tailor sand Islands in "The Girl in the Motor Cisco Chavez. Palma, X. M.; Kaustin
TO ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO.
fashion tlie herone of many success- Moat." and I've ridden soph- oi the Salazar, Pulnia, X. M.
M.VXT'i:!. R. OTERO,
ful picture plays announced her read- wildest
$15.70
Denver, Colo
bronchos without
belnj;
Register.
iness to talk.
thrown.
Colorado Springs, . ..
16.50
"Once
"I'd rather play a witch or a gnoini
played an old. old lady of
NOTICE.
15.15
Pueblo, Colo
or a goblin than go up in an airship SO and loved tlie part dearly. It gave
I
notify all persons that on
or ride on a broncho," she replied to me a chance to hide myself entirely. this hereby
17.15
1SH2, 1;
Ith day of I December,
Canyon City
the old query.
.That's what pleases me most. It's have transferred for certain considerc:ill art, and there il'.mM
be ations my business in the County of
"And if
had my choice I'd be a 'what
Dates of Sale, Dec. 23, 24, 25.
L'hinese woman or an East India wom- art in the pictures as niiicl : s on tin Santa Fe, to Alma Cherry and Edytlie
30 and.? I ; also Jan. I, 1913.
M
an or a Greek girl, or an old, old lady, .piaking stage.
Hayne and that from and after;
"Some of the other
characters said date I will not be responsible for; Good for Return Passage until Jan. ii
or even a poor coster monger's
daughter in preference to being the which seem to be made just for me any debts incurred in connection with
are "Leonie," the French artist's mod- such business.
Bweetheart in a modern scene.
The same liites wilt upplv for students
have endeavored to place with Hint learbers.
"I like parts with something in el: a coster girl in "Fog," the fisher- eu'ept a minimum tare of
the
for
Bank
in
'man's
City
the "What HapCapital
all; fS m will be collected and tieketswill be on
security
Miem : with a touch of mysticism
daughter
or
to
indebtedness
me.
known
sale en day school closes and one day therepened to Mary," scries; Eliza in "l7n my
,
heart to portray.
;
If there are any other creditors,
after, on presentation ot certificates Issued
.Tm a pessimist, first, last and al ile Tom's Cabin," and "Aida" in the
not provided for. they will
by schools and signed by proper officer.
advertently
made
from
the
opera.
way8. you know. So the tear is my picture
of such tickets will be Jan. d. ISM3.
kindly notify my attorney, a. Volneyj
".My goal is success on the SPEAK-IXfavorite companion."
Howard
in
he
order
thet
make;
may
"Rut you aren't really a PESSI-nestage in wonderful tear parts
'which will sink way down deep into proper adjustment.
For particulars call on anyAgt.
MIST?" I asked in surprise.
MOXA HELL.
one. the hearts of the public."
of the A., T. & S. F.R'y.
"oh, yes, I am a deep-dyeWork for the New Mexican. It Is
Miss Fuller will be featured in the
n(j the reason I am not so particu- '
H. S. LLTZ, Aft.,
Santa Fe, N. M.
,arly anxious to go up In an aeroplane new photo play, It's Never too Late working for you, for Santa Fe and
tbe new state.
for a picture is becatlse I don't think to Mend."
filed

New Year

HOLIDAY

I

one-piec-

cilia.

She has dreamy eyes and long,
slender fingers 'which suggest poetry
;and painting and Orientalism.
But she voys her chief recreation
is sewing m tne daytime ana waicn-- ,
Ing other players m moving pictures
at night.
Mary Fuller is the heroine of a,
series of Edison pictures called
"What Happened to Mary," which she
has spent several weeks, both sides
of the Atlantic to complete.
Sinking dow n into a

;
j

j

semi-kneelin-

Santa

S.

in--

j

j

d

i

J

RATES

5
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later be developed in hitting the ball
rieht or left side. Hitting
is the
'backhanders' and
delight of the expert.
''Nothing but fast galloping ponies
are of any use and such a pony will
cost $250 to $irl)0 or higher. A good
player requires from four to eight of
these ponies and the ponies are gen-- !
seven to
e rally at their best from
fourteen years, strange to say. What
makes a successful polo pony? He
must be able to turn quickly, stand
the bumping of other ponies ami noi
be shy of the mallet or ball. In other
words he must have brains well trained to the job."
It is rumored that Kansas City, St
Louis am, Chicago rich young men
;ire much :nterested in the Ml. Frank
club and that they w ill
!in Ranch
of acres of land to
have
play pole, golf and other games, as
well us h.:vc room for beautiful motcr
drives.

were picked up by some vessel not
equipped with wireless.
These optomists were undismayed
yesterday by the finding of the fragments of the areoplane. They proferj.
to believe the pontoons were deliber- ateiv removed by Kearney
and his
and not knocked off by
j companion
'the seas, and until reports have been
made by every vessel that may have
been in the channel, the hope that
the lost aviators are alive will not be

from

,near-sidor-

REMEMBER

HAWLEY, PITCHING PINK OF PERFECTION

"PINK"

.S.

Ci

,

Kky

.'

AND MINOR tEAGOC

liftt

?

lii-- u

thc-san-

s

dii

WILLIAM

DECEMBER

FARAII-E.-

13,

101.?.

MIGNARL0T

MIL

THE

-

Capital Bar
Schlitz

Lernps

j

bandoned.
Searching parties continue to pa- itrol the shore line. Investigation!
also is being made of the report that
the aeroplane was seen flying 1500
feet up near Huename Saturday afC.leh Martin, the hydro-aero-- i
ternoon.
pianist, asserted today that an alti-- i
tude even of 250 feet was beyond the
ability of Kearney's heavy and de- '
foctive living machine.
i

j

BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

PHONE 239. W.
55San Francisco Street.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. '
Department of the interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., No-'- !
TORUS'
BIRO
Denver, Colo., Dec. IS. David ilos' vembcr 25. 1912.
REQUIUM kin received an express package to Notice is hereby given that Anacleto
Handle Contreras, of Santa Fe, N. JL, who,
It was labeled "Class,
day.
With Care," and the value of the con-- i
Philadelphia, Pa..- - Dec. IS. Eight tents was placed at .$10. In the pack- - 'on October 12, 1900, made Homestead
S 1'2
NW.
No. 07S71, for S.
thousand
'..rtz mountain canary
was the body of a baby.
Section 4, Township IS N
iXE.
birds sang ugether in a mighty re- age
When the infant child of L. Rolstein
Range 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
quiem chores at the bodies of two of
Laramie, Wyo., died, the father filed notice of intention to make five
buried
were
at
steerage passengers
wished it to be buried in a Jewish
year proof, to establish claim to the
sea from the steamship Dradenburg,
Therefore he decided tolj land above described, before regcemetery.
at
off the b ulks of Newfoundland,
ship the body to his friend, David Dos-- ' ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, X. M
dawn last Thursday. '
kin of Denver. The death certificate''on January f, 191D.
on
Lavcta iToria, an immigrant girl,
was
sent by mail. This afternoon the' Claimant names
as witnesses:
her way to Wheeling, W. Va., and Jowas buried iu the Jewish come- Rafael irontoya, of Santa Fe, X. M.;
hanna F il, an infant, died Wediifs-- , body
a
few
and
Doskin
friends
tery here,
Marcelo Jiminez, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
d:iy after a few hours illness. The
trfe funeral party.
Macario Jiminez of Santa Fe, X. M.i
'captain determined to bury them to-- , making up
Bonifacio I.ucero, of Santa Fe, N. M.
get her b fore the passengers left! SILENT CARSON GETS
MANUEL R. OTERO.
their bcr.hs.
'
REPRIEVE OF EIGHT WEEKS.
When the hatches were opened to
Register
bring oi:i the bodies, a flood of light
re-- ;
A
18.
.Dec.
Calif.
Sacramento,
was let into the portion of the hold
of eight weeks was granted to
being prieve
by 8,000 canaries,
occupied
Charles'"
"Silent" Carson today' by;
4 Horse Power
brought ;j this country lor the holi- Governor Johnson. Carson was to '
tram
day
,
pen!-at
Folsom
have been executed
PRICE, $165.00
Instantly the birds, which had been
tentiary next Friday. He was sen-- :
With Imported Magneto.
kept in u'.u'kness throughout the voy- - fenced to death under the law which
without a dotilit with trouble
Jlotoi'Cjcle
loft at the factory.
age, bur: t forth into treble chirps, makes it a
crime for a convict
capital
one unitizing another, until the. entire
to attack a prison guard in an attempt
K.miJ w. iv singing. The music con-- ;
to escape and from the time lie wi s
tinned v.. 'til the bodies splashed into, sentenced
more than two years ago, '
the sea nud sank from sigiit. Then he has not
spoken n word.
ft
the lia! lies were shut down again
and th-- singing gradually subsided.
HOLD-UMAN
When the liraiideiiberg started up SALOON
IN ARIZONA IS SHORT,
the Dei i ware river,: light again was
Tucson. Ariz., Dec. 1S. After what
let hit ' the hold and the birds sang
LIGHT SILENT AND BKLIABLK.
was
believed to have been an attempt
The
passduring t!.e entire river trip.
BROS , 4.jrts., SantaFe
PASH
a saloon, John Jess was
to hold-uengers i eganled this as a ceremony 'shot in a
battle
early today
running
of rejoi lug at the coinplot ion of a
Two
'and probably fatally wounded.
most tiv 'nilent trip. The Mrnndenborg
him
at
time,
men
were
the
with
who
left Dp ;.ien on November "u, and alCathov
mile of the way across were arrested. Jess asked the
most
bo
lic
Montana,
of
Helena,
bishop
war.
Winter
the Ati. itic
rough.
gales
l.:-decks and buffeted her
swept
about U!:e a small boat. The
gers weiv not permitted on deck most SURVEYOR GENERAL OF
ALASKA NAMED TODAY.,
of the time, hut were forced to fret
Washington, D. C Dec, IS Presimnlreds
below. i:i half darkness,
of litem were sick, some seriously, dent Taf't today sent the senate the
'law are appointment of William Distill, of Illinot
It was
until
Fire, Life, Accident,
that the nois, to be surveyor general of Alaska.
breakwater w:u:
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
felt
safe.
passenp.crs
BODY OF A BABY
IS SHIPPED

BV MAIL.

'

i

A5 A KIO, HE
SO HE

Rl eBOA
RtMStlLF

A F'lNK
COULD DlSTzNGOiSH

WOR

ROfA HIS

.

P HAWUEV

T WV GRoTHE

I.N

HIS OASE BALL

HE

SANS

OAV.

More old favorites of the diamond to his tastes after many seasons of
Hawley dropped out of the big
have been located by Daily New Mex- - spangle wearing.
ring in l'.i01 and for a time pitched and
It was "Pink" Hawley and Frank' manager minor league clubs.
ican and will be written upon f rom
He had
to
Killon
who kept Pittsburg in the race La Crosse, Wis., in 1!tO.Vf and V.tOS and
for
.Watch
them.
day.
tly
in the 'Im's and a grand pair of pitch- his record was good, winning two pen"Will any bull player ever be more
ers, they were, too.
nants, finishing second one year and
Kmerson
I',
Xvidely known than
The best known of Heaver Dam's third another.
t' Pink") Hawley'.' Probably not.
citizens was and is a big fellow, and
do not think the game i
"No,
The very nature of the great pitch- he had plenty of speed and sweeping! any faster now than it was when
er's soubriquet is such as to make is curves. He was heady, and if pitching! was playing big league ball," replied
familiar. Just repeat it, ' Pink." Seems today he would doubtless be just as Hawley to a ouery.
Hawley has some- to fit well, doesn't it?
enective as he was when mowing down tiling to base his decision upon, too,
"Pink" Hawley put Beaver Dam, batters for Cincinnati and Pittsburg. because he managed a club as late as
"Wis., on the map. He was born there
In 1S:7 Pittsburg had six pitchers, 1:ins. and sent players from the bush-bu- t
December 5, JS72. Heaver Dam was
Killen and Hawley worked in 77 e: t0 ,he major leagues,
good enough to be born in, so when games of the schedule. The others' Harry Steinfeldt, in Hawley "s
he retired from the calcium, Hawley
u7 games. Hawley won and ion, is the greatest player the game
made the town of his nativity his lost IS, with mediocre support.
ever produced, an opinion not shared
home.
Hawley was a good hitter; batting by many players. A hint for "Pink's"
A judicious mixture of cigar store,
-- i in 1X95.
He stood up to the plate choice may be found in the records of
bowling alley and minor leage base-- ! and swung hard, not in the
UMKi. when Steinfeldt fielded .954 and
ball is the, combination Uie
ed manner affected by so many pitch-- ; batted .:!27 in 150 games, a record un- pride of Pittsburg finds best suited ers.
equaled in third base playing.
1

opin-pitche-

half-heart-

one-tim- e

,

sas City club and was purchased by
the Detroit club for $S,000.
Evers
figures on lining up the Cubs oi'..i:n;;

joe tinker
Dec.

l!i.

According

WILL PLAY POLO

this manner:
Saier, first base: livers, second
base: Zimmerman, third base Corri
riou or Bridwcll,
Phelan,
shortstop;
extra infielder; Sheekard, .Mitchell and
Schulte, outfielders
Tinker's idea of the. Reds' make up
if.: lloblitzel, first base;
ligan. second
base; Almeida or Grant third base;
Tinker shortstop; Hescher, aiarsans
and Hates in the otitlield.
in

(N A TRADE

York,

it

useo

SO

TO

3C

In choosing tln- greatest of pitchers,
Hawley will find many sympathizers,
i'or he picks that great Chicago mur- v I, .Merdecai Hrown. who at the American league meeting said he had no
more baseball home lhan a rabbit.
Hawley broke into baseball with the
Ft. Smith, Ark., team in 11)1 and for
the next three years was with
St.
Louis. He joined Pittsburg in 1SH5 and
was a Pirate until the close of
!Thon he went to Cincinnati for two
seasons and then to New York. He
dropped out the following year.
The name "Pink" was ghen to
As
Hawley because he was a twin.
boys the twins formed a battery. The
brother wore a blue ribbon and Kmerson wore a pink one, so the play-- '
ers could distinguish ihem.
This is
liawley's own explanation and is dif-- j
fcreut from any of (lie many that
have been given in 1l;e past.

Pope Motor Cycle

.

p

the reds:get
New

THE

to

1 DONA

ANA

and exchange horses.
Then, is much buing, selling and
exchanging of horses among polo
players; also, shooting of .horses when
the big polo wooden balis, speeding
like cannon balls, strike the well
'formed, slender ankles of the polo

o.-t-

schedule, the big baseball deal by
ponies vuilucd at thousands cf dollars.
which .loo Tinker becomes manager
of the Cincinnati Reds and Frank
GAME OF POLO.
L. Chance is turned over to the
New;
Polo dates hack as far as t;uo years
York Highlander-- ' went through withbefore Christ auu is of Persian origin.
out a hitch at the Waldorf Astoria.;
It traveled from Persia to Turkey as
After a long talk in private August;
also to Tibet, Kashmir and iiengal,
of
owner
the Reds, agreed'
Herrmann,
imupc m or rsi
cnnT nc
where it became the chief sport of the
ui niivud iu dl d
oritiu
to make the trade with'C. V. .Murphy,! WOLGAST HAS EROKEN HAND.
residents and planters. It
Knglish
owner, and John .1. livers of the ChiBY SI LOUIS, was not until
NEAR
LANARK
isvo, however, that the
MEN
cago Cubs.
Los Angeles, Dee. P.).Joke' nortienous
game wended its way across the s.;ens BOV
REAL ESTATE
KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO
The Cubs have released Tinker, ed Ad Wolgast as he read in a news-Gagto
Did
tenth
The
Dear
JURV
Kngland.
BEFORE
two1
serious
with
matter to asl:
It is a very
their star shortstop, together
that
had challeng-"Hel'orpaper
Hussars brought it back with them.
POLO, TOO.
for one medicine and have .the
I
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(Owing to the grsat interest mani'
festcd in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
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D. Shea, traveling
freight and
passenger agent for the L. & R. G
left for Las Vegas on the morning
train, and will return to Santa Fe

...V.

Friday.

FOR THE BIG FOLKS.
Robes, Fine Umbrellas. Suit
Smoking Jackets,
Cases and Traveling Bags, Leather Collar Boxes. Gloves.
Ties and Handkerchiefs, Collapsible Felt Covered Card
Doillies
Tables, Linen Lunch Cloths, Dresser Scarfs,
and Guest Towels, Hand Bags, Silk Hoie, Silk Kimonas
and a large assortment of Japanese Bamboo Baskets in
ail the new shapes.
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

i:i
A. tJ. Pollock, who lias heen
charge at the Ynma Indian agency at
Ynma, Arizona, is in the city on hi.-way to Washington. D. C. Mr. i'ol-- :
leek has had some interesting experiences at Yuma recently, and one of
these he discusses in an interview
elsewhere in this issue.
Irs. J. Frank Curns. wife of
the
well known banker of Wagon .Mound.
and formerly a resident here, is visit- ing Airs. Carl A. Bishop at her home
on Lincoln avenue. .Mrs. ('urns was
very popular here and her many
friends are- - glad to see her hack in
the capital.
'
County Clerk Marcelino A. ()rti: is
on Catalinu Island. He is having a
line vacation and before
returning
i
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HOW THEY CAN

Kltlodt merchant of Chamita arrived in the city for a fe w
days.
Jarl; Collins, the yoiuij? pharmacist
who lias been tjii it e ill with ton.siiit
is steadily improving.

WheelbarAutomobiles, Bicycles,
Wagons,
rows, Chairs, Writing Desks, Tables, Dolls Trunks, Furniture Sets, Drums, Cradles, Tool Chests. Trains,
Horse
and Wagon, China Closets, Bureaus, Moving Picture Machines, Dishes. Doll Beds, Tree Ornaments and hundreds
of other articles.
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DON'T MISS SEEING THEiV.

JULIUS H.GERDES,

125 Palace Ave.
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held outride of his home stitte
until the recent campaign placed hTu
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manding; figure in the affairs of lib
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Two other nn n figure promineiKiy
ii: the cabinet gossip.
They are William .1. Iiryan and William P. Me
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doubt.
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Mr. Bryan repeatanother mailer.
PHOM;
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST..
edly throughout the campaign, while
guardedly saying that it would be
num Mostly impropt r for him to say
that he would accept or would refuse
a post which had never been offered
him, let his friends know Unit he
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cabinet place. Ii is well known among
his closest friends, that he has deIt May Be YOtR Property Next !
signs on the presidential nomination
four years hence.
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since the governor sailed away to ihe
soutiif in isles, democratic politics lias
simply been simmering over a Mow
home lie will visit San Iiic.no and look tire.
Willi the commanding general
over the exposition in which New away, the lieutenants and
.Mexico may participate
have simply bt en marking time
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with Arizona and many of tiie great and laing their own individual plans,
Central and South American
repuh- - lining up their backers ami preparing
to give Mr. 'Wilson mistimed advice
lies.
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Kcueriil. anil Cole Johnson, who
headed (bo Texas delegation to
Hi iny's ambition some day to
.
a "
.
I
I
T
i
L"' I,eaker uiaiit'H it
comparatively
hii-,with hia present
ciikj- io
vitile .loliuton is not as yet
THURSDAY MCEMBER
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a national figure.
Absolute
"Jot;'4 Mavies' friends declare that
Largest. be: t. ami only tost class
failure to ieco;;tii;:e his work and miiKHirei
tiie werltl
Of' ar:i.atit n i
worth wjii!
t
cabim
would
portfolio
You
Pay
Getting. What
ho ingratitude, hut
they profess to
'i 1
have no fears. Davieu practically
For, and Sewing Money on
I
his l'u:;inr ss a year bro and
'y''lV(!
Each Purchase, is the
jRpent his time and money laborinp;

MINERS
TROUBLE
CANANEA
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Business;

Garments at V reduction. Suits Coats,
:
:
Shirts and one piece dresses

HAND HIM ALL SORTS OF ADUCE

for the past month,

SALE

CHRISTMAS

CASH

BEGINS MONDAY DBC 16
Continues for 6 clays on ali Ready to Wear

W. LINDHARDT.

AND KILL

T

&

.

Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
Lamps; Desk Sets in Hammered
Brass and Copper;
Letter
Racks;
Rocker Blotters:
Paper Cutters;
Hammered Calendars; Tie Racks;
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
Hammered
Holders;
and
Copper
Erass Eowls and Trays: Beit Pins;
Bar Pins: Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
Special orders trade on short notice.

WILLAL LIE

J") items for
jcr
this column.
By doing so the read- ers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).
by
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Crafts!

ARTICLES-

HAND-MAD-

.

3

WArls

WISL 0

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

I

Your Patronage Solicited

(

-'

B. LAUGIIUN,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

President.
.!.

B.

LAMY,

FURNITURE

THE

r

rrin cai

home

&

lUil QftLu

iii;de;-idt;d-

AT A BARGAIN!

6 Room House with Bath and Electric Lights;
(ot has a frontage of 150 feet, 50 fruit tress and
lawn. Location one block and a half from State
Capitol Building.

Ull'-Hie-

hoiorTasi

-

lou-.v-

-
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V.

McCal-li.slei'-

L.
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show you this excellent assortment

Let

:iKM-r:itio-

t--

O. C. WATSON Si CO.
INSURANCE

l

SURETY BONDS.

111

t

SPECIALTY

UNDERTAKING

CONUICTS SELF
TESTIFVING FOR

,

t
v

REAL ESTATE

floor

Low-price-

ec--

t

Something NEW

s

Phone, Red 189.
119 San Francisco St.,

:

ire-ji;:-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:

ntt.'-nii'-

sue-e-tio-

i

MULLIGAN

t

jr

H

:

65-6-

till-':-i-

i

nr

wt.;-,',-

I

jOU

I

Bay or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

CORRICK LIVERY BARM
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

;

!

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention end the Eest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

u,

H. 5. KAUNE

J

.

h."c.

llov.-stree-

Telephone

De-an-

1

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.

ST.

goebe

ICIItCIOCIIDIK

'

,
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SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPERT,

Cer-Certcii-

f

j

Foundation

NEW MEXICO.

on which H.

KAUNE &

S.

'CO.

Iiaue

Built Up the Largest and

Accurate Work

Quick Returns

Satisfactory Retail
Grocer y2B usin ess in the

Most

!

City

of Santa

Fe.

EtlliaiBtBIH

FRESH EG

AT LOW PRICES
If You Use Our

which is composed of Corn, Oats, Bran, Alfalfa Leaves and
Flowers all ground together. Steam it and feed it as a warm
mash. The price is reduced to $2.00 per 100 lbs.
PRATT'S REGULATOR, . .
25c per pkg.
GRANULATED BLOOD, . . . Sl2c per lb.
Canon6Road

!fo' the ncir.ira:-,;:cr'Go-.c-i-uo- r
His signal triumph was landing
Wisconsin in the Wilson column at a
critical time in the governor's canvass
tor the nominal ion. Wisconsin was
1'ractically the rat state to speak for
Wilson through presidential
prefer
ence primaries. At that time the
Chirk boom seemed to be sweeping
the country, and bad Wisconsin gone
for this speaker the Wilson boom
would doubtless have experienced
such a puncture as to hove made it
Wis-sbDavis
irreparable.'
landed
for Wilson, and he was also very
instrumental in adding Minnesota,
South Dakota r.nd delegates from
many other states.
In the campaign
l
preceding the
election he was secretary of the
national committee and acting manager of the western headquarters, lie
had the territory which was more
strongly bull moose than the states
of the eastern division. He is one of
the young men hi democratic politics,

j

11

gen-fta-

H.

5. KAUNE

8

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
i ; or Safe Qualitv

iN

.

)

POULTRY FOOD

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,

j
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tspemmg Optician
E. LAS VEGAS,
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EXCLUSIVE

CnANCE TO SAVE
FOR CASH ONLY.

''iU.'--'-- '

mmt ma
Sixty While "C'oi l;pr-- "
T o Ca;-- c f Scenery
Oichesiiii of !
( 'or.c. it rand
iki(-i-:-

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

of

MEN'S SHOE STORE.

--

2

- ';zc. h.w n.oit
Seats Siale Tuesday. Dec. 1"
-'

FISCHER'S DIIUG STORE

$5.50
$4.50
$3.C0

Shoes for
Sheen for.
Shoes for

EOYS' SIZE.
Shoes fcr
$2.25 Shoes for

.$4X0
.$3.50
.$2.50

ii

"

$2.C--

.52.CO

H,

.$1.65

EVERY SHOE GUARANTEE

IB. TONNIES,

204
West Palace

Avenue

m

ia ;e

SAW A FE NEW MEXICAN

si--

THE

New Mexican

Santa Fe

at the Santa Fe Postoffice
Entered a Second
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly
Cluws

.Mutter

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

r

William F. Brogan

The Oldest Bank

Daily, per

year:

$5.0 Daily Per Quarter, by mail
$2.50 Daily per quarter, by carrier

by mail

Oaily. six months,

by mail

U!

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.

Q

Season Now Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it.
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.

MORE DAYS
TO SHOP

AS

All of Today's News Todaj'

Now is

th

U
H

VALLEY RANCH,

THE VALLEY RANCH,

50

Weekly, six months

$1.00

Weekly, per year

4ft

H

S,

N

M,

Q
u:

England began her career, yet we are
young commercially, in the sense c.r
modern commerce and wealth has not
come to individuals as it has in tip
fast. Thus, we cannot look for a;
rushing Christmas trade or expect!
the purchase 01 xpenslve gifts. That

THE BYSTANDER.
SEES IT

WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND.
Running in the Chicago Tribune
during the past few weeks have bepn
some ceniiinelv funny cartoons, en- Keller Needs a
tilled:
'When a

2

Is

g

of Deposit.

Confer with our officers in regard to your
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,

1

time, I hope, will ... .,i when we will
he larger, more
prosi oils, better
known, and the spirit of the times
seems to presage such condition,
when "The c ity W ith thy Upen date,"
Friend."
and other cities of New Mexico will
They depicted phases of every man's take rank which they deserve to lake
boyhood, when he met the things that among the hustling commercial cities
ROOMS 31
31
arc a part of boyhood lire, and things ot America.
are going against him. including the
FROM THE
hickory slab and the buggy whip.
have found that the condition of a
SIDE LINE
h viKla-- '
There are fuii!, " wagons than those jvon yesterday why '
feller wanting a friend continues in
id
thi.
llOMiltl
to
a
make s:iil;fi'i;i impropriation
constitute
t'uv
police
alter life too, and sometimes, he llnda
n m .New Mexico.
well t iist'.uiod u ii,n: .;
him and then again lie don't.
is the ninccrest flattery.
Imitation
"The Cnited States government is
Chn'
those ni.n'.is is lliiit the saloons ill tile Mllial!. (Ulll.vil: li;'.,li arc
down
about
falls
When
a
feller
certain features of the
.
m-discouraging
Mil
; io;
ran.
loliced willioul some addil i(eu'.l restriction tar
)ae way of I'iilinn the goat is not to eight feet of stairs when carrying two old time cremation ceremonies among
hef than llif local
chm or will place upon tlieiii.
asli pans filled with ashes, and lands lite Mojave Indians" declared A.
it first.
The oilier day liii nas only too clearly shown in our own neighborhood,
his face, hitting the ground with I ollock, a prominent young and alert
Vn
hot-bt
of ipiarrels which often result in limrThe small town saloon is the
the
force of a hod of brick falling official of the Indian service, now" in
is
to
to
The
way
lier.
Progress
Progress
a skyscraper: when his eyes are the city on his way to Washington It.
Irom
There is no protection a.yain: :l il now, -- that is, no proieetion tliat is and Progressing is still good. Come filled, his
his face' C. Mr. Pollock has been in charge at
mouth
stuffed,
on
in.
adequate, and the mounted police, tree lances as the members are. would 'bo
with ashes, and blotches of, the Indian agency at Yuma,
smeared
hoih an additional and a strons (! fense against crime.
"The cremation idea has bee; car-lieDon't fuss; don't cuss: just grin: blood; when he has strained one wrist
If sufficiently sustained, and i larger force provided, a member of the
out lor a long time among tiiese
feels
he
and
then
scratched the other,
mounted police would he stationed adjacent to points that are a menace, and raise your chin; look straight; at as if he wanted a friend.
Inoians," ho continued. "In forme:"
it's
y;reat.
could lie on the ground early, at the same time being a constant, recognized fate;
not only to
(lavs it was
lie conies down town and meets cremate the customary
of the deceased
safeguard to the people of those communities that are in danger from these
body
A merger of $1mi, 01111,11110
is a
supposed friends, who grin the mo- man, woman or child but ahio to
outbreaks hat occur from the faci thai there is no police regulation that can
able fair merger: still its not
big ment they see him one of those grins shoot the horse belonging to tin1 de-he efficiently anil speedily enforced.
a merger as it might be.
It's all a mixed with amusement and sarcasm,
New Mexico is not worse than stales of the east, perhaps, as far as murparted, and to burn up everything he
of
Then they say: "How's the other
mi rging, after all.
rpiestion
tit.)
j ossesscd
except, his family.
ders are concern il, hut the fundi ions are decidedly different. The railroad
looking?"
lo'hes, his house and even his money,
connections are not of the best, ilie towns are far apart, method of access
some
who
are
You
There
hay.'?
a
tell
people
perfectly straight story all went into the flames.
to one town from another is not easy, and we are forced to adopt police regunot yet learned that a burro can out of how it all b.appeied, hut instead
lations not needed in the east.
'After the house was consumed, uo
11 n a
pony. Things are not always of sympathy, you get a ha, ha.
one ventured to rebuild another cu
A mounted police organi.at ion may not be needed in the east, but it is
what they seem as Hill Longfellow
They say: "That sounds good and its location until every niembtr f the
still in l w Mexico, and the legislature will be expected to malic an appro- once remarked.
but 1 want to see the other dead man or woman's family
I' ft
straight,
priation for its maintenance.
fellow." or "That's a likely story to 'that vicinity. In view of tiie fac; that
, 1IHI1MI
hi I
spring 011 us. Where were you last itiie government made allotments for
A
night?" or
the purpose of kepir.g the. fnd u in
"That don't go here. You've been one place, giving him a permanent
illiam (I. Shepherd's dispatches from Kurope seem
Correspondent
to hold out hope thai tuberculosis will soon take its place among the diseases
initiated into the Kiks' lodge. That's abode to lie called home, this weird
lull will cease to raage.
what's the matter with you," or
cremation ceremony worked havoc.
It will he one of the lost plauue- s- tin
xlinct pestilence.
"Well.
was at Yuma recently, i
thought you'd get it some
"While
A strange,
but important ouestion arises in this connection. As we
was in formed that a death Intel ocday if you kept on."
It's all funny, this banter, and it's ean od and
master disease, what shall we do with all the population?
elaborate
prepu rations
in good spirit, but,
all
bruised and tor cremation had been made.
The
ion
of
of
care
the
the
peoand
famine
make
War, pestilence
taking
'piest
battered and sore, it is one of those cremation takes place at sundown. A
ple very simple. The lllack l'lagiie in Kngland centuries ago made population
times w hen "a feller needs a friend." deep pit is dug and in it is placed the
so scarce that wages rose so that laws were passed by the landed gentry
ire. 'The corpse is placed above, and
The best
and nobility establishing a maximum wage, instead of a minimum!
the mourners gather around tu Die
TRADE LIGHT.
times in China are found in those provinces where pestilence or famine or
One of our merchants
said last iiaiues ascend. J may say that ivy one
liood have reduced the numbers of the people.
the Christmas trade was h,''s ever been able to take a picture
that
night
Is it not certain that as v.e refrain from war and kill off pestilence, we
I
in
feller
thet
"Wal
air surprised
for the InJruis
and confined to the smaller, of this ceremony,
very
must be careful or famine will come on to do the work of both'.'
Mister Ferguson whut we hev jist less light
would consider it a great profanation
articles.
expensive
With a population as sparse as ours this problem seems afar off. Hut electued tu congress," says the Old
I
think I have heard that expres- - to permit kodak liends to haiu.
monopolized, it may not be Codrjer. "He wur plum progressiv
with natural opportunities for
On being informed
of th;'
sion every t liristinas season, from e.round.
Ihe
before
on
all.
country
long
so. remote after
Monopoly brings poverty
v.hile th eleckshun wus on but he merchants for
Mr. Pollock
cremation,
impending
and
yet,
twenty
years,
use
the
of
the
tolls
for
It does this by charging high
earth, air a votin back in congress with them
is fully peopled.
a glance in the stores last evening summoned the master of ceremonies,
in cit, countrj. forest and mining region.
stand pat fellers. It air alrite with Feemed to bear
out the assertion. a high official who ranks with a caciin
I
feland
increase
a
the
population rr.e ov course fur air stand pat
The cure of one disease after another
not
There
did
seem
to be any great que in the pueblos here, and through
:
to
the posses-- ler but them progressiv demmycrats,
should admonish us that the lime is coming when the only title
an interpreter informed Mr. .Master of
to
get to the count-- '
throngs,
scrapping
Ceremonies that Uncle Sam did not
sion ot any sort ot land smin ne uie use 01 u, ami wneu nuuuuj unu
they air not a gettin a decent run fur ers.
allowed to exercise the power of taking from the stream of produced wealth their votes tu my way ov lookin at it,
wish
more of this house burning.
could not help thinking of this par- T lie any
ev idently
inte
did not
except by helping in its production.
gol darn it, en thet's a fac' too, by ticular season in the
eastern eaten tnorpreter
large
idea and tno Indians un-- ,
heck."
at
Christmas-where
different
titles,
w
derstood that the representative ot
tides I have chanced to be, cities like
BLEASF.
the Clreat White Father had forbid-- ,
reaches
citizen
American
When
the
at
the povirnors
Governor lilease. who expressed himself so violently
re- New York. Chicago, Boston, Pittsburg. den a cremation held so sacred
to
one
no
has
where
a
by
condition
conference in favor of lynching in gioes who attack white women, a. "I said
Detroit, and what a them.
There was a great scene.
then the system pro- Washington.
'To hell with the constitution" il it prevented him from deft tiding lemiaine spect his rights,
was.
The
it
store windows filled Ninety or a hundred irate red men
Fight,
in New Mexico will work.
with wonders
virtue, has paroled K. A, Kichey. a wealthy white planter, of Abbeville mulgated
the gathered around the pale face and
Indescribable;
removed.
is
far
thai
i.teiiced
day
st
Fortunately
and
a
young girl
eager, rushing, pushing crowd with chattered in their curious lanetniee.
comity, who was convicted in I'.O'i of assaultingd
1111
as a condition of
to Hi years" imprisonment. .Mr. Please impost
strained and anxious faces; the streets It looked like an uprising. Finally' it
If the American Hag stands for nicked with
that P.ichey shall give $:,.inm bond; that he will personally appe-i- hei'ir?
wagons loaded high with
as explained to their satisfaction
the Executive on November ?:"., l'.H:l. 'To receive what is then am! there or- anything, it stands for the protection packages for delivery. The whole at- - .nd the
cremation took place. Put not
Sonic
of
its
the
of
citizenship.
rights
dered by the governor."
the holiday season. on allotment. Nor was there any burnbespoke
mosphere
American
know
the
H is, of
That is the usual result with those blatant individuals who attempt o- people wouldn't
or
necessity, different in our ing of buildings, paper money
superior wis- flag if they saw it from that
be original and who endeavor to impress the public with tin
i mailer cities, even in proportion to shooting of
steeds.

Organized in 1870.

the State.
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the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded, safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates

0.

$1.25
$1.50

BANK

Growth

O

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

nt.

SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

President
.'

Vice-Prcide-

THE FIRST NATIONAL

Time

General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

A. HUGHES,

PALEN,

President.

3

Bronson M. Cutting

18, 1912.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROMTS. $250,000

R. J

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight (iiddiugs

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

banking

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

FOUR PER CENT

PHONES:

BUSINESS OFFICE

W

J

EDITORIAL

ADDITIONAL REASONS.

ZARAPERf A MEXICANA,
EDDY

people

I

DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANl'F AC't'CItlCIt OF

Halleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

I

i

1

!

(

o!li-el'-

1

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.

iOR-ti-

Send

119 Don

for Price List and

Full Information.

Ciaspar Avenue.

'

d

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE,

ill

I

l

I

fel-lo-

N. M.

'

l

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.

c

0-

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

-

POSSIBLE PROBLEM.

1

American Plan, $2.50 and up.
Meals, 50 Cents.

1

Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

j

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

1

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

INCONSISTENCV.

THE

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

j
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prized
virtue and gallantry.
Hie population.
;
nolosudden
cite
into
himself
who
thrust
or
in
How
Fe
or
Please,
Santa
.Vtcr all, Cloven,
Are You a Seller? An advertise
many people
y
any of our moderate sized cities of ment in the classified columns of the
CHEER
riei aas proven himself a coward and a bluffer, and a man who is inwiu-.nCHRISTMAS
the west are in a position, financially. New Mexican will put your real es
the rt;pect of his tellow citizens.
AS IT SEEMED
woman-- ;
to give expensive presents?
itate on the market effectively. It will
Everyone admires a man who has tin- spirit of cliivalrv toward
YEAR Old in the sense of history, for put the facts of your property before
liu'Vi.
The man has not red blood in his veins who would not iiglu for a
LAST
we were making history before New the eyes of all possiblo buyers.
good woman to save iter from insult, but the man who hi tins elementmost strongly developi d. does not go about at public ineetin hi make-uIi.
Stonei.
Smart
Il!y
he K It is not necesit.gs braying about il ind tilling how
The Ktmnhird Oil Co. cave each ciu- far) The qualitv will speak for itself in the character, methods and .'ctionsj'nloye a turkey and kerosene jumped
MUSSCAL COMEDV IN THE KITCHEN.
of ilie man.
half a point.
l
so'.ernor Plea. Ms 'i.ade himself notorious t luil an.
took a
Many drus clerks
!U has not won l; n e. nor even respect.
holiday, working but 2" hours out of
24.
The New York Sun conns out strong for giving, on Christians, and evi- theAunt
got in from
exMary's
dently has no sympathy with any movement that would abridge gift
be rather encouraged the country, after ten days' detention
should
the
It
'hat
giving
spirit
gift
changing.
sajs
it. the congested railroad yards Most
than discouraged as the Yuletide season approaches.
:1 the fruit was on the
of
the
ideas
enthusiastic
not
entertain
does
very
The Sun. apparently,
center-piecand on the pink ribis
which
of
it
the
movement,
mistakes the spirit
"spugs." In its opposition
the
bon
for
baby.
cold.
a
n',o,i t :!, nt when ihe snirit is not hack of it. but it becomes just
The Freight Truckers and the '.lux-Ca- r
feelingless exchange of presents from duty or imagined obligation. The world
Loaders' association gave their
true1
the
it
not
does
and
spirit
exemplify
of
kind
tiling today,
is fill of this
annual ball. No
twenty-thirof Christmas.
Jo
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AMERICAN

NEW MANAGEMENT.
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That Fire Insurance?

How About

i,

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

-

Then Act

Think About It!

high-minde-

.

THE

'

COMPAN

MOULTON-ESP- E

V

pu-'na-

jam-cak-

d
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hn taken from public life and notice anoi' WliiUla'.v
'Ihe
had a part in the stirring and vastly imlived
and
who
men
other of those
our American history. As editor, politiportant periods that f;o te make up stood
in the front ranks, and reached
cian, foreign ambassador, he lias
the iiwtinction of beiny a vice presidential candidate on the ticket of Harrison
ami rteid which went down to defeat in the lively canipuimi of lS'.'H.
I!nl through all his DiiUic career Whitelaw Ueid sustained a reputation
that was unblemished, and will be r tnembi'ivd as an admirable citi.eu and
public official.
UfiMims b:ive varied ideas as to what constitutes a joke. A woman in
x- l
do.' biscuits to her friends, just for fun. One .of her
It is not yet determined whom the joke
guests is suing her for damages.
is on.
h 'S before inausuraGovernor Wilson has decide'd to make no more speee
- v.
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ae
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niucu
musito
lane
tiou. It is a little dangerous
later.
talk
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too vivid
lulian Hawthorne's latest fiction seems to have been a little
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many
discovered,
has
trouble.
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and has
disastrous.
and
both
is
to
mines
expensive
that liction relating
n
New Mexico and must
This question of taxation is fortune to the front in
at the coming session. It is
the
met
legislature
by
and
efficiently
be squarely
on of the big questions.
in the new styles.
1'aris has decreed that skirts will not he any narrower
a lost art.
would
become
walking
were,
K they

Three hundred thousand small ben s
e'te reminue-- of the apples that grrv.v
green in the spring,
Strong resolutions condemnatf rv or
the American method of celebrit'.m:
e h.ristnias
passed by the members- of
of Chesathe famous Oyster family
peake Bay. Similar resolutions adopted by the ancient Cobbler family of
New Kngland.
Ten thousand domestic reconciliations took place through the use f if
tact in the giving of presents; a
thousand divorces brought ubout
through the lack of tact,
A
rumor spread in St. Louis and
Cincinnati that the saloons had clos.n!
l ir the day.
Rioting and incendi.iri"":i
until report was contradicted.
impressive servi. es in the churches.
A million dollar floral display; a ten
A
million dollar millinery display.
thousand dollars subscribed for the
poor.
..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-- '
ing of our new State.
huti-idre-
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CONTRACT
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BUYS A LFE AND ACCIDENT
PCLICY
COMBINATION

:

rn

jUUU.UU

2nnn

w

m y

Paid for flisniemoerment
r toss of sight
I'uirt for accidental death,
dismemberment or lo.ss ot

oca An

Paid for death from oritt
narv accident
accidental loss
Paia
ftrt 0f one,or
OUU.UU
hand, one eye
loss of
P""1
for
accidental
flfl o le hand, one foot or
one
,uUU,UU
eye by travel accident.
Weeklv Indemnity for total
p 1 U.UU disability from navel aociden t

pl,r3U,UU

eft,

sight travel by aocuttui
Weekly indemnity for total
5.00 ability
accidental injuries
For partial disability
weekly indemnity. No Medical Examination Required.
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OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

and our
make
wonderfud bet each day;
Kach thinks as a singer he has the
other,
Beaten to a fade-awaSo side by side each screeches his
song
Believing a record he breaks:
While the frying-pasits and hisses
them on.
As be, generously holds the steaks.

Our

coffee-po- t

tea-kettl- e

A
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S STAGE LINE

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
rwo Doors Below F. Andrew!

WOODY
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La Salle Restaurant

Stor.

tegular Meals 25 cents.
Roomi for Bent 25c nd 50c
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
crench Noodle Order XOc s 41an,
Kmr York Chop Sua? 50c,

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
th north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p, m.
Ten mile shorter than any othsr

Good covers nacks and good
$5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commerosl men to take In
ths surrounding to ns. Wlrs Knbudo

way.

testis. Fare
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o
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lot' IKiii l'eet, which is below the point
where the gas was struck, and as soon
as the water ilow is stopped, the well
will be capped and (lie gas will be
'piped lo the farm buildings, when; it
!wil be used for heat and light.
There is a yerat deal more gas (low
ins than the farm can use, and other
houses in the vicinity may also he conIf the How continues to grow
in volume, a company may be formed

nected.

CREAM
j

IPbwdler
Baking

I

to take the well over and pipe the gar.
to town. In any event, as much of the
gas as can be used will be saved, and
within a short time the work of hauling coal and oil to the farm for light,
and heal will be discontinued: gas
heaters, gas ranges and gas lights will
be used.
The combined gas and water pres-- i
sure is "SO pounds per square inch.
Just what the pressure will be when
the water is cut off is not known, but
that it will be strong enough to fur-nish a good flow of gas is assured.
Kxperiments have determined the su-perior quality of the gas for both light
and heat. The use of gas will save
the farm about $;lun a year on coal ana
Mail.
oil

Pure food is health, and health is economy
itself. We cannot have health without health-

ful food.

IMPORTANT DEAL POSSIBLE.
It is reported
here that IC. A.
the
Wayne,
mining man has finally
cuiipluted the details connected with
the sale of the Errestine Mining eoni-- !
pany's famous mining property in the
Mogollon district and is expected
home next week. The deal lacks conmation hut the fact that Mr. Wayne
is returning home lends color to the
report. It is said a group of prom-- .

The most healthful foods are the quickly
raised flour foods
biscuit, cake, muffins,
crusts and other pastry, when perfectly made
from wholesome ingredients.
Dr. PRICE'S baking powder makes these
foods in specially attractive, appetizing and
wholesome form, and for both economic and
hygienic reasons, such food should be more
largely substituted for meat in the daily diet.

Out in the Wind

Mode
.Iohn.' ou m reel

I

Three
ho

for light
Bishop.

..

(.(.!!-

flit nisln

her pin:;

:.'T
'not

--

wat' r, heat.

U

Chas.

arge, sunny
.Mrs.

rooms,
Robinson,

l'i

Grant.

out; so that they won'tleak and won't smoke.

you kkxt-

When you buy a RAYO, you buy a
e
lantern
the best that experts can produce.

of

privilege

well-mad-

I'hmio

or

,1

Two furnished rooms,
nth.
I'ahicc avenue,
::i;

W.

W'AXTKH -- To buy a creamery or
M.
location for a creamery.
Moi'toiiseii, Mux iT,, Wi atherford, Tex- as.

At Dealers Everywhere

a good

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Denver, Pue bio, Albuquerque,
Cheyenne, Butte, Boise, Salt Lake Cily.

For Sale, one of the oldest estab
mercantile businesses in Santa
Fe. A prolitable proposition from the
'starl. For further particulars address 1'. (I. Hex IS.
lislic--

;

NEW MEXICO

STATE IONDS

TYPEWRITERS
adjusted and repaired '.New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchcangei
the i.ie oti'c red for sale lo the person who and rented. Standard makes handled.
Notice is hereby given thai
All repair work and typewriters guarHoard of Loan Commissioners of the will agree to take the same at par anteed.
Santa Ke Typewriter
iitent eastern capitalists and mining
State of New Mexico, at the oliice of and accrued interest, to date of
phone .'"! W.
men are the purchasers and it is also
and at a rate of interest lo lie
the Treasurer of said state, in the
rumored that they have bought the
in his bid; and said bonds or
stock of K. Craig, the president of the
capitol building at the city of Santa named
thereof will be awarded lo
any
part
J.
and
a
of
of
stock
of
the
on
company,
part
the :;iltli day
Ke, New Mexico,
the
offering to accept the same
person
Albert McKay, the treasurer of the
t !i L',
hour of
at the
December,
at
the lowest rate of inter- .at
hue.
Xo
par
lull
a
gentleni".!..
political
company. This stock gives them con- wholewill
receive
in
est.
o'clock
the
afternoon,
trol of the company. A. II. G. Palmer, or band of ,w y offers a more pleasing
sir-li&
Knch bid must be scaled, marked MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER
when in street procea.n than sealed proposals for the purchase of
manager of the Ernestine Mining
of "Proposal for Purchase of ISonds," and
the
minstrel
boys attire h silk hats $ I.'iO.OOH of bonds of said state
Power Plant Engineering
company, iett
uesday tor .New i ork.
suits.
Series "H", which are to be issued accompanied by a certified check for Santa Fe.
New Mexico
This is one of the biggest and most and frock-coa- t
in
accordance with the provisions of not less than two per cent of the
important mining deals of the year
for
the.
section thn.i of article IX of the amount of the bid, as security
for .New .Mexico, involving as it does, STOR EMPLOYES SAVE
State of New faithful performance of such bid in PROFESSIONAL CARDS
$12,00 IN YEAR. Constitution of said
the biggest gold and silver producer
Act of ihe Legislature case said bends or a part thereof shall
in the state and probably one of the
Klevep years ago the employes of .Mexico md of an
which" became a law 1m awarded to ihe person making such
said
of
state,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
greatest gold and silver mines in the MacDonald & Campbell organized a on the first
in case
day of .lune. 1012. for bid. and as liquidated damages
west the famous Last Chance and saving fund, each employe voluntarily
bidof
successful
the
of
failure
the
and
accrued
bonds
of
the
the payment
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
t'.jrain, so the mountain peaks could the Top Mine which was consolidated contributing a sum each week, the
NEW STAGE ROUTE.
but no,
Fe county, der to fulfill his contract;
not be seen, and he waited over till with it several years ago. It has been idea being that the fund thus aeon-- ' interest thereof of Santa
V. D. McKinney. at one tin e. a resiCity Attorney.
a
such
hankini;
check
drawn
upon
one
assumed by said state in section
dent, of this city, and county surveyor Monday before he got the Saturday's known for some time that Mr. Crab; mutated should be invested with the of article IX of said Constitution. house making the bid will be accept-- ' Capital City Hank Muilding,
a
Rooms
arrived in this city in company wish mail to Redrock. Tuesday he made
was desirous of disposing of his in- (inn and, earning interest ai the legal!
of said d as such security.
twenty-livround trip which put him back on his terest in the mine owing to a desire rate, should be distributed in each Four hundred beand
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Capt. H. N. Larson in a big
rve
r
denomThe
Loan
in
the
Commissioners
issued
to
bonds are
Phce-nix- ,
schedule. Lordsburg Liberal.
to retire from active mining life, and December just before Christmas. The ination of one thousand dollars each, the right to
Stanley Stunner, enroute from
and
bids,
reject any
X. M.
to Farnungton.
Arizona,
G. W. PRICHARD,
settled down in England, his home, plan was successful from the start, nnfj
thereof are to he issued in and particularly specify that no bid
rlhese. men are goiriK over th." road in COPPER DEPOSIT DISCOVERED.
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
where, he has recently been elected and has resulted in much happiness lru, denomination of live hundred dol- will be considered unless it is an
Attorney
W. W. Buchanan and others working, to
view of starting a stage route between
in all the District Courts
in
Practices
for
of
bid
for
each
the
one's
hands
and
unconditional
all,
at
LH;;,
I,
dated
placing
purchase
lars
each,
parliament.
.January
tiie two points, which will, of course, together have uncovered a mineral de
said bonds or a part th 'reof, not made .'mil gives special attention to cases
Mr. Wayne has been in New York the most joyous time sums of money will be in the form prescribed in
include (iallup. The San Juan river posit in the Manza.no mountains whicu in connection with this deal for the
1.'! of said act of the legislature
not
otherwould
have
contingency before the State Supreme Court.
dependent upon any
they
probably
to!
is as yet a dividing line between the lroin present indications is likely
whalever. It is furthei distinctly stat-o- f Office: I.aughlin Dldg., Santa Fe, N. .M.
the
and
to
New
of
wise
seems
The
state
Mexico,
fund
success
ten
has
of
months
and
the
saved;
last
grown
two points and until the co:ii'ee1 ion prove a big thing.
said bonds
crowned the efforts of from year to year; but. Kill! is the ban- principal f hereof will be payable to ed that only so much
is completed Shiproek will be th farThey have sent, away specimens; have finally
in gold coin or its equivalent will be sold a.s may b necessary, at
endisner
and
treasurer
hearer
months'
has
hard
The
work
HARRY D. MCULTON,
year.
many
just
had
and
Th"
on
the
surface
line.
from
the
croppings
thest point north
bursed SI 2, llOO to the satisfaction of in lawful money of the I'niled States the price hid, to realizi Ihe amount of
Attorney-at-Law- .
deavor.
Kttrmington people will take cure of them assayed, and the assayer's reb
to
which
paid,
forty years after their date, and they the indebtedness
Santa Ke, New .Mexico.
t!ie oalance of the line. Callup Inde- port givfs the following values to the! It is also reported that the Maud his
the said
may he redeemed at the option of the debfedness does not
ton
Mining company in which Mr. Wayne BIGAMY ACT HITS
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
pendent.
state at any time after 2o years from sum of $l."0.O(lU.
lis largely interested and which he
Laud Claims and Contests a Specialty
Gold, 42 cents.
DIVORCED PERSONS, their date. The interest on said bonds
w
ho may desire
Intending bidders
was instrumental in forming, is to
Silver, $1.!)2.
STOPPED RUNAWAY TEAM.
bill will be.
March further information, can obtain if by
Montpelier, Vt., Dec. 18.-- -A
payable
Maud
on
the
$41.25.
shortly
begin
operations
Copper,
of
team
a
Lire
the statutes so that persons 1. and September 1, and principal and application to said l'.oard of Lour. Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
Tuesday afternoon
The mineral apparently runs very mine, also one of Mogollon's big prop-- j amending
EASLEY & EA3LEY.
mules attached to a farm wagon bem this state and marrying interest will be payable at the office Commissioners at Santa Fe. X. .1.
divorced
'
erties. Silver City Enterprise.
came frightened at an automobile even In the rock.
aw.
V. (',. SAHCKNT,
elsewhere may be prosecuted of the State Treasurer tit Santa Fe,
Attorney
again
veins
are
three
There
outcropping.
while standing on Spruce street rear
Practice in the Courts and Leforc
Ver- - New Mexico, or at the Seaboard
if
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of
Loan
ihe
they
bigamy
Secretary
and
true
to
be
tissure veins;
the post office. They ran around thej said
Land Department.
Commissioners.
York City, at the.
mont, was signed by Governor Fleteh- - tional Bank,
APPLE EATING ES
corner and were going rapidly north 'these can be traced s on the surface for
Land grants and titles examined.
2.1,
November
said
bonds
er.
The
of
holder.
the
j.'i2.
option
of a mile.
ia distance of
ou Hold .avenue wnen it. v.. npei-vBEST MEDICINE
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estanin
four
are
feet
about
veins
The
width,
commi employe of the J. A. Mahoney
cia, N. M.
and run from southeast to northwest and
pany, ran from the sidewalk
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 18. "Michigan SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF CHRIST.
l
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the
into
wagon
tumping
WilHAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc,-TISThe outcrop is easily worked, and is a great ipple state," said I). 0.
the
rnRnSna the reins and stopped
13.
uu.
JESUS HEALS THE BLIND MAN.
mercnani.
uie.u
dis- - ey, commission
a
Mr.
sure
feels
that
Buchanan
Several persons who witnessed)
'.earn.
of
a
elab
j
the
hundred
part
years iiy
in the number of bushels pro-(Reverently portrayed on the exact spot where it took place nineteen
Tell your story to
Mr. Spencer's act of bravery renuuk-r- roverv Hint is worth while has been only
moving picture production of the Kalem company, to be first, shown at Christmas time.)
duced, but also in the high quality orate and cos-l.000,000 Readers 'or
that he deserved a Carnegie mod il made.
uti'of
and
flavor
its
the
fruit,
general
We understand also that there is
Twelve Dollars.
as he undoubtedly prevented Serious
lity, and should like to call attenWe will place your
damage to the numerous teams stand- good coal in the Manauo mountains tion to the fact that apples are not
These mountains may yet become
ia 25 leading newspapers' Sur.-da- y
ing along (.old avenue. Doming
included when you talk about the
a source of wealth, as well as a fir.
issue, for $12 per insertion. Deof living.
cost
high
piece of scenery. Estancia
scriptive circular FREE.
"They are both good and chet'p
ATTEMPTED ARSON.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
The X'nited States produced in,00i),-O'Hj
On complaint of Mrs. Robert Speakbarrels of apples this year, not
AGENCY,
man, of Commerce street, who this
red RIVER MINES,
one of the largest yields on
Taos, New Mexico.
only
a
warrant
out
swore
against
NewB from tho Ue(J RjV(J,. mh-m.morning
record, but the fruit is of the very
him, Vivian Chavez was arrested by, district of Taos county, just over (he best because of scientific
DR. VV. HUME BROWN,
treatment,
Chief of Police Den Coles charged Colfax county line, is to the effect and careful handling.
Dentist.
with arson. Mrs. Speakman states hal everything is on the boom there,
"There is no fruit in the world com
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
!
sat-Several good claims are giving forth parable to the apple, either in ti'iait-tiiy- ,
that Chfvez yesterday morning
Rooms I, 2 and 3.
mated a sack with coal oil and paying ore and a new saw mill has
Phone Red
(.r.ality, or utility. Can you imlighting it. threw the burning mass been installed by T. C. Pratt, on the agine anything superior to a colli,
Oliice Hours s a. m. to 5 p. m.
on the roof of the Speakman house. Cora Hell claim, and many new houses crisp, juicy apple, with the whole
And by Appointment.
There are wealth of nature, the dew, the rain.
which undoubtedly would have been are Hearing completion.
destroyed had not the lire been dte-- ; 25 or more claims or mines there the sunshine and the stars wrapped in
which are either working or content its glossy skin.
And is there
covered.
any
M. DIAZ,
DR.
On investigation. Chief Coles found plating development work just as soon fiuit which ciu be used in such a mul.
ru-as
will
the weather
permit. It is
titude of ways'.' Miss Mackuy of ihe
Office 202 Water St.. Hours, I to 3 P..M
that a part of the roof showed evideuces of there having been a fire mored. not authentic, that the Rocky! s'ate of Washington, as a starter, has
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Chavez, being unable
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over into Taos. .lust "now soon this' or sanitariums nnd hospitals, and
was obliged to go to jail. Chavez,
will materialize is yet in doubt, hut. it; cos' less. Apples are as essential
who lives east of the Santa Fe tracks Us
reasonably expected that the com-- ' to good Jiealth as daily bread and
L. F:. MURRAY, M. D .
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feeling between the Chavez and j.uoieuo
virgin country, rich in three essentials By
in wholesale quantities
door 10 Wells Farfjo tix.
Speakman families. Las Vegas Optic. namely, timber, gold and agricultural the purchasing
whole family can have a chance
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possibilities, and the tremendous vol- at prosperity, instead of feeling ob- HARD TIME OF IT.
Residence Palace Hotel.
ume of new business which this coun- liged to hoard every apple. The apPhone Main 68.
K. B. Turman, who carries the mail try would give the road when
opened ple crop this year is too larg.; to taik
between Redrock and Lordsburg, was ;up, is certainly the strongest evidence about consuming it by the quart or
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
up against the real thing with 'be! that the Rocky Mountain will build to peck.
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"ft. is the wrong principle ior the:
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POLICE DOGS OFF
has dedeP,h ot
concluded the life of his mules, and
USES BOOMERANG.
Range 1: K., X. AI. P. .Meridian,
tiie
aIilcto
dvsDarsia nnd Inr, in
SCENT; ' MELL "EATS."
his own life was worth more than t;c veIPed iut a good strong How. The: St. Iouis, Dec. IS. An American
not ice of intention to make
filed
has
will
soon
fail.
One's
rtaniina
strength
mail, if he did not start out. Sivt-- j watel' which has ben flowing from hunter who carries a
and Rtrcneth of mind or muscle five year proof to establish claim to
inboomerang
wel1
,he
for
New York, Dec. IS. The story of
tlle Past two weeks, is
depend upon tho blood, and the blood in turn, tiie land above described, before Regurday it cleared up so he could see the
stead of a repeating shotgun, is a how
the smell of a dinner being cook- As long as he without value for irrigation purposes,
distant mountains.
requires a healthy stomach, far the stomach is the hter and Recei er, V. S. L. C, at
but Vernon Tantlinger, a
curiosity,
laboratory where the food is digested and such ele- Santa Ke, X. .M.. on the 22nd day ot
could see familiar peaks he could not on account of the mineral it contains, St. Joseph, Mo., nimrod, uses the Aus- ed in a dwelling at Ifollis, L. L, threw
ments are taken up or assimilated which make
get lost on the wide plains between Moreover, water from wells is not a tralian war weapon when lie goes af- police dogs off the scent of a murder- blood. In consequence all the orjrans of the body, January. l:n.L
He made factor with the Land company, for ter ducks.
er and led to the arrest of the wrong
the river and Lordsburg.
Claimant names as witnesses:
such as hetirt, iunjjs, liver and kidneys, as well as
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'i'eodoro Tapia, Teudoro Baca. Juan
tho nervous eystem, feel the bad effect if the stomis an expert with the man was told in a Queens county
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ach is deranged.
Sunday, which would br'ng him back more acre feet of water than they1 boomerang and recently bagged twelve cou.rt todil-v- '
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on his scehedule without the loss of a need.
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Irip, although the trip would be 24
Believing the gas can profitably be Tanllinirr savs that as the statutes rested when the hounds went astray,; The Medical
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stamps to pay for
favoraWy I mown for over 40 years.
Kverywhcro
ness and professional nwn in the city
some neighbor caji loll you of tho good it
has done.
dogs were put on the trail of the mur- - wrapping and viailing.
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derers. The smell of the cooking food
Sold by ail medicine dealers in liquid or tablet form:
state. If you have any special talor send ISO one-cej caused the dogs, he said, to turn from
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stamp
Pierce,
FOR SALE BY ALL
Hotel, Buffalo, ant; n TrUI box will be mailed yon. ent, do not hide it under a busnct.
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the trail they were following.
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But bear in mind that alum, or
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unwholesome baking powder,
can never make pure,
some food.
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They are built for rugged use.
Built strong and durable.
Built so that thev won't blow

The bund that leads the procession
.of "Honey Iioy" Minstrels is of ex-

l

I

KK.VI'

l''Oi;

'pears.
ceptional strength, both in numbers.
:aml ability. Shabby uniforms, a failing peculiar to the majority of min-strel companies, are conspicuous by
their absence when the "Honey Hoy"
Minstrels are on parade. This popular little impresario and star has his
own ideas when it conies to the mat
ter of just how his talented aggnvi
gatiou of comedians, songsters and
dancers present themselves on street'
'review. Natty apparel that would not
fail to meet with the approval of the;
most fastidious is worn by the "Honey!
hoy" Minstrels, who, by their genteel'
manner and the manly swing witn
which they stride along, bear out the
impression of 'hem held by the human
( nibankments
of interested and e"
tliusiastic spectators through which
the marchers pass that they are an
a 'i.c inbiage of gentlemen
represent

,

I.e.,.

Moins

Cognizant of the penchant of the
public for stirring hand music and the
vista of uniformed marchers, George
"Honey Boy" Evans, who will head
his troupe of funny minstn 'Imeii when
they appear at the Klks' Thursd ay,
December 10, insists that the street
parade shall be part of the intro-- '
in
(hit lory program of his company
each city in which his production ap-- i

j

these are the demands of the day.

m
,

j 'TV$Hyi

THE MINSTRELS
GIVE STREET M ARCH

!

Purity in food, lower cost of living

uupn lie etui hunt within the city limits
v, !,( never he can find game.
His mode of action in killing wild
ducktf is to throw one boomorati", into
a hock when it is or. nie wa :. and
when the birds rise he i, ready to
hurl another stick into ;lie thick as
it is bunched upon the wing.

REVF--

santa fe

EIGHT

PAGE

who also were caught. The quartette
line soon
crossed tho international
Nogalcs, Ariz., Dec. IS. Andrew after making their escape and had
Yesbit, a former Inited Stales cav- reached tiro station of Santa Barbara
alryman recently convicted of tho on the branch line to Cananea. They
murder of a Mexican woiiuin, was re- offered no resistance when surrounded
captured last night by Mexican troops and were taken to Xogales, Sonera,
i
He broke out of the Santa Cruz county and then turned over to county

TROOPER IS CAUGHT.

of-lic-

jail Holiday with

three

companions

is.

THE HOWE
Of Quality Groceries
A MERRY

I

CHRISTMAS

TO ALL

SE

JUSTIFIED IN

HE IS A GREAT CHAMPION

-

;

against the federals
or near Casas ;ran- -

high-clas-

LOCAL ITEMS.

De

s

!

1912.

18,

Rubber that is Right Our rubber
goods guaranteed (o be absolutely
hot water bag, guaranteed .for
two years. Zook's Pharmacy.
It's a Good Program at the Elks'
tonight and tomorrow. Don't miss it.
cdal

Xew Mexican
bring returns.

want

ads.

ahvaja

FROM THIS DATE ON
My Line of Made Hats
Will Be Sold at a Big
Discount
Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
I
I Pli.mac at a
l- -

-

large discount.

j

.

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

WATCH THIS "AD."

ORDER YOUR XMAS FLOWERS NOW
j
THE CLARENDON GARDEN

.

1

We have everything there is to be had in staples,
Fancy, Domestic and Imported.
RUDCO" RAISINS for your table; IMPORTED
MEW YORK BUCKWHEAT FLOUR: HOLLY WREATHS
VEGEAND
and MISTLETOE, POULTRY, MEATS
TABLES; FRUIT CAKE, NUTS, ORANGES, LEMONS,
BANANAS, GRAPE FRUIT, DATES, FIGS, STUFFED
DATES and FILLED FIGS.
We have just received our Xmas candy which consists of everything to be had in that line. Pail, box and
bulk goods, all prices.
PCP CORN BALLS.

.
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Hloi-1-

;

I

Church.

KaM olil Sun Minuet

Flower Stand with the Modern Grocery Company.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone 12.

.1

I

j

600D

A

j

RAZOR

irav-elin-

F. ANDREWS

Phone I.

s

I

CLA'JJ

OF QUALITY

lo--

Romero, accompanied ly
puty A. A. Sena will leave this
for AlbiHiuenpn.' where he
THE WEATHER.
will prf)are to remove some of the
Santa Fe, X. M., Dec. IS. For
marof
furniture and equipment
the
Mexico:
and
Xew
Tonight
shal's ollice now that he has quarters
fair, with slowly risThursday
in the federal building here.
ing temperature in east portion.
Deputy .Marshal John W. Collier left
dt ews.
will
where
lie
tiday for Farmingtou
Manicure Tools, cuticle and nail
in an alleged violation
make arre.-,tscissors,
orange wood sticks, polishIN TtLEPHONING
ol the liquor traffic.
The New Mexican, if your business ers, the best duality. Zook's PharCORPORATION
MATTERS.
The Mount Franklin fiunclio cluo is about advertising, subscriptions or macy.
To make your nrjiM'l water it is
cail up "31 W." If
Mod articles of incorporation
for the job work, please
or
to
editor
wish
to
the
simply
necessary to ho.i for a mo-give
you
speak
establishment of a club four miles
''31 J."
nient at the window of the Modern
mm Lanark post office in Iona Ana any news, please phone
'Grocery. It is loaded with the season-i
'I he club is capitalized
at
county.
Yontz, the Jeweler, opt evenings able groceries that will help to make
?
li.iMin, divided into dim shares at
!l
our Christmas dinner a feast,
p. m.
Hill.
4
The stockholders so far are until
Our big sale is movin fast. Join the
Advertising is money thrown away;
V,
A. Fortney, Chicago,
IS shares;
ad-- !
to
unless
have
the
stock
crowd.
Salmon's.
you
right
.1.
of Albuquerque,
Alahoney,
Give us that Turkev order before itivertise. Salmon's.
share; W. II. Wilson, of IC1 Paso,
W too late.
Andrews.
You don't have to worry wliat to
share. .Mr. Mahoney is named as lie
The County Fair .it's a Kalem at get for Xmas presents. Simply come
The ollice for the
statutory agent.
and see our line of Dalleta blankets,
the Klks' tonight.
'present will be l.anurk.
'
A razor willxbe a fine thing
for Couch Covers, Pillow Tops, iJcarfs and
CHANGING OF OFFICES.
The capitol building is crowded. The him. (let a good cue at the Santa Fe heavy rugs with Navajo designs. Zara-- .
office of the mounted police has been Hardware and Supply company.
peria Mexicana, opposite Montezuma
Get the best results from your doc-- : hotel.
moved on the th'ird door and the
g
FOR IiEXT Two bedrooms or part
Have your,
auditor will use Unit ollice as tor's careful diagnosis.
of well furnished house; one block
tin additional room for his books. The prescriptions filled at Zook's.
mounted ploice now have a room near
Mrs. Antonio1 from capitol. ,on Don Caspar avenue.
Borr, To Mr. and
the hall of representatives, hut as Rai l on Tuesday, December 17,
hone 117 V.
That Grand Old Play, the County
(his is a eoniinitt.ee room which will' a boy. Uoth mother and babe are do-- :
be needed by the legislature, it is
Fair by Kalem at the Klks' tonight.
well.
ing
thought i lie police will be given olher
Fruit cake, our own make, Andrews.!
When
think of toys, think of
H. C. Yontz, San Francisco street.
quarters before the legislature meets.: Salmon's. you
The question ot more room
conetc. Open until !;
har-- i Jewelry, Diamonds,
new
New
tired
rubber
buggy,
fronts the officials, now that Xew'
'
p. in.
and
ness
and
a
nobby, safe,
gentle! We do not want money, but we are
.Mexico litis become a stale and busiIfUllUMI.
See
family driving horse,
ness is increasing at a rapid rale.
after the reputation. Square dealing
Andrews.
SECRETARY INDISPOSED
is our motto.
Salmon's.
Mexi-to- .
New
cf
New
Prir.cc's
History
Miss Olscn. the efficient secretary
Fitch's
Clyde
posthumous drama,
$1.50.
For
Octavo,
Illustrated,
of the governor, was not al her ollice
"The City." which for two seasons
all
booksellers.
t,ali
by
inII
was
stated thai sho was
today.
Chi-The Clarendon Garden will have was a sensation in Xew York and
disposed. The secretaries of governcago, will have its first local presenta-- i
Mowers
and
attractive
Christmas
very
ors and presidents are said to have a
lion at the Klks'. theatre.
Saturday
strenuous life owing to the tremendous jit will be well' 10 watch their adver-- ' December 21.
Hugo B. Koch, the well
amount of correspondence they handle tising space.
Take a License The county clerk's known dramatic star, will appear in
and the care which has to be given to
issued a marriage license to: the leading role, supported by an mi-'deputy
every single communication received
IMisn
White and ;Mr. Carl Jen- usually good company. The attrac-Bertha
01 sent out.
It is a nerve-tirinjob.
'ion is under the direction, of the!
kins both of Kspanola. ..
BACK FROM TAOS.
I'nited Play company, a firm responsiXmas
of
boxes
lit
Andrews.
.1.
surB. l'owers. of tho geological
cigars
Born To Mr. and .Airs.
Latiriano' ble for many recent successes, notably
vey, is back from Taos where he visitHie
ed several stream measuring stations Oyaca on Tuesday, December 17, P.U2, "The Dion and The Mouse,
and
"Graustark"
Third Degree,"
The mother and baby are
.Mr. a girl.
and installed one new station.
Powers says that Taos has been en"Kindling." The engagement of "Tho
doing well.
Its a Vitagraph a Mistake in Spell- City" will be one of the notable ones
joying exceptionally ('me weather and
of the season.
thai the Indians were much interesled ing at tho Klks' tonight.
in the visit of their friend, (ieorgo
Eggs. 3Cc Doz. at Andrews.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for renc.
Which would you rather have: Heal i
'
........ j

Getting Up That Christmas Spread,
YOU WOULD

electria light, steam heat and baths. ' warm, all wool underwear, or Prank
!
The European Hotel, centrally
Dun's medicine? Xalhun Salmon.
cated. State Progressive Headquart- rw i'. ,.f
ers in the Hotel,
r
Kvuns emphatically inJioy"
tecC.CO worth of Xmas candy to .stf "Honey
,
.
,.
:. ,
,
r)nblk. is
lect what you want from. We ought
show he offers is absolutely
the
that
to be able to suit. you. Fine Xmas
new in its entirety. When his tip-tomixed at li.'.o lb. Andrews.
.Minstrels
Santa Claus has designated Frank company of "Honey Joy"
Klks'
come
the
theatre
to
Thursday,
Andrews as the Christmas chef and
all yen need to do Is to, tell him what December ill, devotees of minstrelsy
are promised an
proyen want lor the spread and he will
j.:ee that you get it and lit for a king gram in a setting of new scenic
beauty with elaborate costume accesat that.
Look at our window and see the sories and light effects. The singing
new
Sal-- I and musical introduction of the
ntiHt holiday hats in America.
program, which is entitled, "The
men's.
Don't forget The Plaze Market, it is Floral Dower," is said to be especially
this year, and will introstill on the map. and has everything
that's good to eat in meats,1 groceries, duce such famed minstrels as John
etc. Give, us your order for that Xmas King, Vaughn comfort, Sam nee, Jim
'
,
uoherty, James Median, Joseph Gil- turkey.
Little Red Wagons for Christmas lespie, Tommy Hyde, Jack Kennedy,
'
.
Nit Goebels.
Charles
Cfer,
Maxson,
Raymond
will deliver whole dressed pigs '"Charles Milliard and Johnny Harry,
lor roasting at $t;.50 each if ordered up
Which would you rather have: A
to Friday night, the 2oth inst. Frank, Hart, Shaffner & Marx overcoat or an
t undertaker?
Owen.
Salmon's.
Holly wreaths and mistletoe at An-- ;

c'K-f-r-

Koniero
I". S. Marshal
Hec.nuliao
has had Marsi;.! Audajus and Lanro
Alanis arrestal tit. Kl I'aso on the
(harire of violation ci tin'
laws.
They have Riven benilj and
will be liroupju here by ilie niaralw:
of .Texas for trial before JmlRe I'opo.
The men are raid to have sided with

Mr.

!

To Have the Pleasure
of Assisting You in
SANTA

-

d.s.

If We Are

INVITING

Covernor McDonald was at the state
penitentiary this month);; at a meeting of the commissioners to receive
Mc- the annual nport of Warden
a
is
.Mantis.
very
The nport
lengthy
one and noes into minute details concerning the prisoners.
ARE FEDERAL PRISONERS.

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

anthropologist and editor. .Mr. Phillips, the well known artist, entertained .Mr. James who i studying the Indians.
A. S. Kirkpntrick, in charge of the
water application department in the
sta'e engineer's ollice, has gone on a
vacation at F.odroek.
AN ELECT Fi!C SEALER.
y
A machine deviled to op.ve the.
iipst of fair stenogra pliers lias been
H vented. U is call vl tie1 electric
One of llies" machines has
t;e;
be i) place d on trial in the ollice cf
l he
It is
tare h:ii(l coiumhts.ioncr.
emitting to see the way K goes, after
the niucilagcd envelopes, licking them
In short order.

OFFICIAL NEWS.

the. dovolutionists
in Old .Mexico at

m mum

Phone 4.

1

nr

THE
JEWELER

HEADQUARTERS

-

FOR

'

WATCHES
AND

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

II
!!

I

he owns. We have all kinds, Safety's
in several makes, and Regular Patterns
at all prices. Give a useful gilt this
Xmas. Get it at our store.

'

'

HAVE VOIR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

ManicaHHHaiBaHBMUWBHHHBHIHHiMBHMIHKlHi

!

A' uses as much as any other thing

g

CLOCKS

that a man

RAZOR is something

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
M

ii

urn

inaii

HOLIDAY BIG SALE
AT

t

THE BIG STORE

Our Sale is in full speed, thousands of Dollars of Merchandise are sold and still have as many left, don't delay,
come and get in line with the wise and save money.

USEFUL
t

t

i

GIFTS

CHRISTMAS

Something to wear makes the Ideal Christmas
Gifts for every member of the family no matter
what their age or position in life.
Especially do Ladies appreciate something to
wear, and at this Store with our immense stock
and pleasing selections you are sure to choose
just what she would like best.

Ftirs are going very fast, j
If you need a set to give I
away or tor yourseit come
i to us.
I

Don't loose this opportunity of
buying the best clothing on earth
I at 10 reduction.
j
X

$25.00 Ladies Suits for
22.50
20.00

44

"

44

44

44

44

$14.50
12.50
10.85

$27.50 Silk Dresses at
x
X

25.00

44

44

44

20.00

44

44

44

18.00

44

44

44

$20.00
-

15.00
12.50
10.50

- -

Hannan 5hoes at $4.50 a pair. J
I Country Club at $2.50 regular f
price $3.50. Hamilton Brown
make at $2.00 regular price
I $3.00.

Santa Claus has arrived at our Store with a big assortment

t
4l

i

t

-

J

of Toys for Children

SEE OUR WINDOW

NATHAN 5 ALIGN

)

I

A

t

t

